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•  FOREWORD
This manual, intended for people in the sawmill industry, is an 
introduction to the OPTITEK software as well as a consultative aid. This 
handbook is not intended for people who are not already familiar with the 
sawmill process. It describes the use of the OPTITEK simulation 
software which is a decision-making tool for sawmill operation.

This manual is written using the best of our knowledge, respecting the 
terminology of the sawmill industry. In order to facilitate the use of the 
software, the examples found in this guide are designed to be as close as 
possible to reality.

Before introducing the OPTITEK software's concepts, it is important to 
know that this software is made to be used within the Windows 
environment. Consequently, it uses the same notions: windows, icons, 
buttons, etc. We suppose that the user is already familiar with the 
Windows environment and that terminology referring to this 
environment won't need any explanation in this handbook.
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•  INTRODUCTION
HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
This manual describes in detail all the necessary steps for the use of the 
OPTITEK software, as well as the concepts implemented throughout its 
development. It is written so that the user can read it and use the software 
simultaneously. As you read, use the software to develop your skills, then 
use the manual as a reference book.

This guide consists of four parts: installation and start-up, procedures, 
notions of simulation projects and simulation tools, scenarios and a few 
starting projects.

To facilitate the use of the OPTITEK software, it is recommended to 
follow the instructions in each chapter. This handbook will guide the user 
as he learns the software, and make its learning an enjoyable experience.

THE OPTITEK SOFTWARE
The OPTITEK simulation software is meant to modelize a sawmill and its 
operation. With this software, it is possible to specify the layout of the 
sawmill, the configuration of each of its machine-centers, the nature of the 
raw material to be processed, and the list of the target products and their 
value.

To simulate the breakdown of the raw material, the data has to be entered 
by the user. At the time of the breakdown of each stem or log, OPTITEK 
will retain the best solution according to the selected optimisation 
parameters and criterion (value or volume).

The layout of a sawmill is specified by determining all its machine-centers 
and the flow of material in the sawmill. The configuration of the machine- 
centers is specified using the positioning and cutting parameters of each
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center. The nature of the raw material is defined using various geometric 
models: simple models (diameter, length and sweep) or complex models 
(list of the cross sections defined by the user). The target production is 
defined by specifying the dimensions, qualities and values of the various 
commercial products.



•  INSTALLATION
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
The OPTITEK software is conceived to be run on an IBM compatible 
micro-computer. To ensure the efficient use of the software, the 
following specifications represent the minimum hardware requirements.

486 compatible PC 
3 Mbytes free hard disk space 
8 Mbytes of RAM 
VGA graphic card 
Mouse 
Laser printer

SETUP

■  Enter Windows.
■  Select the item New from the File menu.
■  Select Program group.
■  Enter the name "OPTITEK".
■  Create the following directory: C:\OPTITEK (the file manager can 

be used for this task).
■  Copy all files from disk 1 and 2 to the C:\OPTITEK directory.
■  Execute unpack.exe.in the C:\OPTITEK directory.
■  Delete the file unpack.exe from C:\OPTITEK directory.
■  Select optitekexe in C:\OPTITEK directory and place it in the 

OPTITEK group.
■  Click the Change Icon button.
■  Select the green and black icon which represents the Forintek logo:
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•  STARTING THE SOFTWARE
■  Enter Windows, select the OPTITEK group, and then the 

OPTITEK icon.

B P r o g r a m  m a n a g e r  1
Eile Options Window ?

When the presentation window of Forintek appears, click the 
OK button.

Sawmill Simulator
OPTITEK 
Version 1 .Oa

(C) Copyright 1993-95 
Forintek Canada Corp.

Forintek/Laval 

License # : 1.0a-0x0295
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•  SIMULATION PROJECT
■  Now you are in the OPTITEK program. This window has a 

conventional menu bar and five icons which represent the different 
tools you need in a simulation project.

Among these tools, three are used to specify the simulation parameters 
and two are used to display the results of simulations. The three 
configuration tools are: Logs tool, Grades tool and Sawmill tool. The 
Logs tool specifies the raw material, the Grades tool specifies the target 
products' dimensions and qualities, and the Sawmill tool specifies the 
machine-centers and their setup in the sawmill. The two other tools are: 
Products tool and Reports tool. The Products tool displays the 
breakdown results and the Reports tool generates a tabulated report 
including the data entered by the user and the results of the simulation.

A simulation project gathers the five tools necessary for a log 
breakdown simulation. In order for a project to simulate the breakdown 
of logs, the three configuration tools {Logs, Grades and Sawmill) need 
adequate data specifications.
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PROJECT MENUS
The Project menu contains the operations related to a simulation project.

Project
New
Open 
Save 
Save As

Process L o g  i

L Set

Create a new project 
Open a project 
Save a project
Save a project under a new name 
Process a log 
Process a set of logs

When creating a project, the tools do not contain any data. In each tool, 
you can enter new data or load data already defined.

When opening a project, all tool data are loaded.

When saving a project, the tool file name and its data are saved. The 
modifications made on all tool data are also saved.

To process a log, select it in the Logs tool, then select Process in the 
Project menu and choose Log in the Process submenu. If the option 
Process-set is selected, each log in the log set is processed.

The Window menu contains all the operations which can be carried out 
on the project tool windows.

Window
Cascade
lile
Arrange icons

V I  Sawmill - [NoName]
2 Logs - [NoName]
3 Grades - [NoName]
A Products - [NoName] 
5 Reports - [NoName]

Arrange the windows in a cascade pattern 
Arrange the windows in a tile pattern 
Arrange icons in the window 
Activate the Sawmill tool 
Activate the Logs tool 
Activate the Grades tool 
Activate the Products tool 
Activate the Reports tool
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The Help menu contains an index of all help topics available and the logo 
window of the software.

Index of help topics 
Logo window of the software



•  SIMULATION TOOLS
To simulate the breakdown process, two types of tools are needed: 
configuration tools and display tools. The configuration tools define the 
simulation parameters. The display tools display the results of the 
simulation.

CONFIGURATION TOOLS
In order to simulate a breakdown, the configuration tools need 
information. The data is entered in the tools by the user and is saved in 
files.

The three configuration tools are: Logs tool, Grades tool and Sawmill 
tool. The Logs tool specifies the raw material, the Grades tool specifies 
the target products' dimensions and qualities, and the Sawmill tool 
specifies the machine-centers and their setup in the sawmill. These tools 
are associated with files. When a file is opened from an active tool, the 
information is displayed in the active tools' format. When the data of an 
active tool is saved, it is stored in the file associated with this tool.

DISPLAY TOOLS
The display tools are: Products tool and Reports tool. The Products tool 
displays the breakdown results. The Reports tool generates tabulated 
simulation reports.
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TOOLS MENU
The Tools menu contains all the operations which can be applied to the 
project tools. A tool must be active to respond to commands, which 
means that the window corresponding to the tool must be open.

Open 
Save 
Save As

Print

Configure

Initialize a tool
Load a tool's data
Save the tool's data
Save the tool's data under a new file.
Print the tool's data
Configure the unit of measure

The New command initializes an empty tool ready to receive information. 

The Open command loads a tool's data.

The Save command saves the tool's data.

The Save as command saves the tool's data under a new file name. The 
data is saved without overwriting the original file.

With the Print command, the tool's data entered by the user is printed. 
Some printout examples are annexed.

The Configure command allows the user to change the active tool's 
current units of measure (imperial or metric systems). This command is 
available only in the Logs, Grades and Sawmill tools.

When the Imperial system is selected in a particular tool, the tool's data 
is entered and displayed in inches and feet. If the Metric system is 
selected, the tool's data is entered and displayed in centimeters and 
meters. The data must be entered using the format of the selected system.
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The unit of measure can be different in each tool. For example, the Logs 
tool can specify the dimensions of a log in inches while the Grades tool 
specifies the dimensions of the products in centimeters.

The unit of measure in the display tools {Products, Reports) is adapted 
from the units selected in the configuration tools {Logs, Grades and 
Sawmill)..

It is always possible to convert data from one system to the other. But it 
is strongly recommanded to select the unit of measure before entering 
data. It is important to keep in mind that converted data may not be as 
precise as original data.

A characteristic of the Grades tool is the difference between the metric 
and imperial nominal values. If the units of measure are changed in this 
tool, it is important to revise the nominal dimensions since OPTITEK 
software does not convert nominal values.

In order to avoid confusion, the Metric system has been chosen in the 
examples and various windows presented in this manual.
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•  SAWMILL

Sawmill - 
[NoNam e]

The Sawmill tool specifies the configuration of the sawmill to be 
modelized: the setup of the machine-centers, their operating parameters 
and the dispatching of the pieces of wood from one machine-center to 
another.

A sawmill is represented by linked icons in the window. An icon 
represents a machine-center and a link between two icons represents a 
conveyor which carries the pieces from one machine-center to another. 
It is possible to add, delete or modify a machine-center.

To use the Sawmill tool to specify the mill layout, activate its icon. This 
window will appear:

File name 
of the mill 
layout

Icons
representing
machine-centers
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On the left side of the window, the buttons represent the available 
machine-centers. If a machine-center is pointed to with the mouse, its 
name appears in the status bar at the bottom of the window.

PRESENTATION OF THE MACHINE-CENTERS

The Non Configurable Machines-Centers

The following machine-centers always appear in the Sawmill tool's 
window.

FEED

1
The Feeder: this machine-center sends the raw material to the other 
machine-centers. In other words, this machine-center feeds all the logs 
defined in the Logs tool to the sawing machine-centers.

SOTA

1
The Sorting Table: this machine-center receives the pieces of wood, 
determines their dimensions, and grades them according to the wane rule 
associated with the dimensions. It is possible to see the products with 
the Products tool or by generating a report with the Reports tool.
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WACH

1
The Waste Chipper: this machine-center converts into chips the lumber 
with inacceptable dimensions or quality as well as the sawing waste such 
as slabs, edgings and trimmings. It is possible to see the quantity of the 
produced chips with the Products tool or by generating a report with the 
Reports tool.

INSP

1 *

The Inspector: This machine-center displays the pieces generated by 
another machine-center. Only one machine-center can be linked to the 
Inspector. It is possible to visualize the generated pieces to understand 
the operation of a specific machine-center. The Inspector systematically 
displays all the generated pieces even if their dimensions are not 
acceptable.

When many breakdown tests are specified in the configuration of the 
machine-centers, each breakdown test will be carried out and each 
generated piece will be displayed. It is not possible to quit this process 
before it is completed. If many breakdown and/or positioning possibilities 
are specified in the various machine-centers, the number of tests will be 
very high.

For example, if two breakdown tests are specified in the first machine- 
center and three in the second machine-center, each generated piece will 
be displayed six times.
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When the outflow of a machine-center has been linked to the Inspector, 
proceed as usual to start the breakdown process. When the simulation 
gets to the output of the machine-center linked to the Inspector, a display 
window appears in the foreground. The following display window is an 
example:

The Inspector displays one generated piece at a time. If there is more 
than one piece to be generated, the following window will appear:

Click the OK button to display the next piece.

It is possible to manipulate the display only when the Inspector has 
displayed the last generated piece. To manipulate the graphical display, 
use the buttons found in the top part of the Inspector window. The use of
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these buttons is described in the Logs tool section. It is also possible to 
manipulate the image of the Inspector window to have a better view of the 
display.

The FEED, SOT A, WACH and INSP machine-centers cannot be 
configured nor destroyed, since they are needed in every sawmill 
configuration.

The Configurable Machine-centers

The Twin Bands has two band saws mounted on separate mobile frames.

TW BA

1
■
■
■

The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button (the left button) and three 
outflow buttons (the right buttons). Usually, a log or a board that should 
be cut into three pieces is fed into the inflow button. The left slab is sent 
to the upper-right outflow button, the right slab to the lower-right outflow 
button and the cant to the middle-right outflow button.
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The Chipper Canter has two chipping heads which convert the slabs 
directly into chips, producing a board or a cant.

CHCA

1
The inflow and the outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button and one outflow button. A log 
or a board is fed into the inflow button. A board or cant is sent to the 
outflow button.

The Horizontal Resaw is a secondary breakdown machine-center which 
resaws thick boards or slabs to produce thinner lumber.

HORE

1 1
1

The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button and two outflow buttons. 
Usually, the inflow button receives pieces generated by a primary 
breakdown machine-center. The target lumber is sent to the upper-right 
outflow button and the excess material to the lower-right outflow button.
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The Edger is a secondary breakdown machine-center with two blades 
that square-edges board's wany edges producing squared pieces.

EDGE

1
■

The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button and three outflow buttons. 
Usually, planks or boards are fed into the inflow button. The left piece 
produced is sent to the upper-right outflow button, the right piece to the 
lower-right outflow button and the middle piece to the middle-right 
outflow button.

The Bull Edger is a secondary breakdown machine-center with two or 
more blades that cuts a board into three or more pieces.

BUED

1
■
■
■

The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button and three outflow buttons. 
Usually, boards or cants are fed into the inflow button. The left piece 
produced is sent to the upper-right outflow button and the right piece to 
the lower-right outflow button. All the pieces generated between the left 
and right blades are sent to the middle-right outflow button.
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The End Trimmer has two circular saws which stand on each side of the 
infeed table. This machine-center is used for cutting the piece of wood 
into commercial length and for eliminating the imperfections at its ends.

ENTR

1
■
■
■

The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow and three outflow buttons. Wood 
pieces with fixed width and thickness but whose length exceeds the 
defined dimensions are fed into the inflow button. The left trimming is 
sent to the upper-right outflow button and the right trimming to the lower- 
right outflow button. Usually, the trimmings go directly to the waste 
chipper. The trimmed piece is sent to the middle-right outflow button and 
usually goes to the sorting table.

The Multiple Saw Trimmer has multiple circular saws which work 
independently, depending on the cutting tests required. It produces the 
best combination of commercial pieces.

MUTR

1 1
1

The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button and two outflow buttons. The 
pieces of wood with fixed width and thickness but whose length exceeds 
the defined dimensions are fed into the inflow button. All the trimmed
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pieces are sent to the upper-right outflow button and the trimmings to the
lower-right outflow button.

The Log Scanner is a reading system which selects raw material 
according to one of these parameters: length, diameter or sweep.

SCAN

1 1

1

The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button and two outflow buttons. 
Stems or logs with various shape parameters are fed into the inflow 
button. Depending on the selection parameters (length, diameter or 
sweep), raw material having a value as high as the parameter specified for 
line 1 is sent to the upper-right outflow button. Otherwise, if the value 
of the material is as high as the parameter specified for line 2, it is sent to 
the lower-right outflow button. If none of the specified values is satisfied, 
it is sent directly to the waste chipper.

The Slasher has one or several circular saws which slashes a stem into 
several logs.

SLAS

1 1
1
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The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button and two outflow buttons. 
Stems are fed into the inflow button and the logs generated are sent to the 
upper-right outflow button while the log trimmings are sent to the lower- 
right outflow button.

The Accumulator is a file writing system which writes the inflowed 
wood piece various parameters to a file and send the piece wood to the 
outflow button for further processing. The nature and format of the wnten 
parameters depend on the inflowed piece.

The inflow and outflow buttons

This machine-center has one inflow button and one outflow button. Only 
stems or logs can be fed into the inflow button since the only cutting type 
available for this machine-center is the log's geometry accumulator. A 
possible use of it would be to save the logs generated by the slashing of 
stems for later processing. More cutting types will eventually enhance the 
possibilities of this machine-center.
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Creating a Machine-center

To create a machine-center, click the button representing the machine- 
center needed among the list that appears in the left part of the window. 
The chosen machine-center's icon will appear in the upper-left comer of 
the Sawmill tool window.

Here is the list of the available machine-centers:

Twin Bands
Trimmers ---------
Edger 
Bull Edger 
Horizontal Resaw 
Chipper Canter 
Log Scanner 
Slasher 
Accumulator

Previous Palette 
End Trimmer 
Multiple Saw Trimmer

Moving a Machine-Center

To move a machine-center, point the title bar of the icon to be moved, 
press and hold down the left mouse button, then drag the mouse to the 
new location of the machine-center and release the button.

Destroying a Machine-Center

To destroy a machine-center, point to the center of the icon to be 
destroyed. Click one time and a short menu will appear. Choose the 
Destroy item.
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Outflows

Links Between Machine-centers

A link created between machine-centers determines where the pieces of 
wood are sent in the sawmill. The number of output buttons depends on 
the type of the wood pieces generated by the machine-center. The user 
must dispatch the pieces of wood to be subsequently processed.

The steps to link two machine-centers are:
- Click the outflow button of the machine-center which has produced

the piece of wood (the arrow will change into a cross).
- Select the input of the machine-center where the piece of wood 

must be sent (the link which dispatches the piece is now created).
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A link can be created in several steps in order to have a better display of 
the material flow in the sawmill.

To delete a link, click its origin.

The configuration of the machine-centers

A configurable machine-center has two characteristics: a positioning 
center and a cutting center.

The positioning centre places the piece of wood in front of the cutting 
tools according to the specified position. One or several positioning types 
are available for each machine-center.

The cutting center cuts the piece of wood into defined dimensions. One 
or several cutting types are available for each machine-center.

Positioning center Cutting center

Cant

Slabs
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The configuration of a machine-center consists of specifying its 
positioning type and its cutting type.

Most of the machine-centers offer the possibility to optimize the 
positioning of the piece of wood in front of the cutting tools and the 
positioning of the cutting tools.

The search for the best positioning of the piece of wood depends on three 
parameters: the rotation, the translation and the alignment. If the user 
chooses a positioning type offering search possibilities, he has to specify 
the search parameters.

i !Configure
Destroy

To configure a machine-center, point to the center of its icon. Click one 
time and a short menu will appear. Choose the Configure item.

A window describing positioning and cutting types will appear. The 
following window is an example:
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The Positioning Type

To choose a positioning type, click the arrow shown at the right of the 
Positioning Type box. The positioning types will be listed. It is possible 
to move in the list using the two arrows at the right of the screen or hold 
down the button of the mouse while it points on the list and move it in the 
desired direction. To select a new position, click on the chosen position. 
To close the list without choosing a new positioning type, click the arrow 
one more time.

null center
null center
free rotation, a 
sweep up, sp 
sweep up, 
sweep 
sweep fl 
sweep f|

nment and translation 
taper 

taper 
ee alignment 
split taper
full taper________________

Positioning selected List scrollers

Depending on the chosen positioning type, the user might have to define 
search parameters. The three possible degrees of freedom are: the 
rotation, the alignment and the translation. For each degree of freedom, 
the three required search parameters are: the step, the minimum and the 
maximum. The difference between the minimum and the maximum must 
be a multiple of the step. At each step, the new position of the piece of 
wood is analyzed. The most efficient position will be retained.

The three degrees of freedom are displayed in the following window. 
This window will vary depending on the number of the degrees of 
freedom which have to be defined (1, 2 or 3). If a fixed positioning type 
is chosen, this window will not appear.
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free rotation, alignment and translation

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 

Translation(cm) : step, min., max. 

Rotation(deg) : step, min., max.

The cutting type

The only difference between choosing a cutting type and choosing a 
positioning type is that the click of the mouse must be done on the arrow 
at the right of the Cutting Type box. The following window is a display 
example of the cutting types:

positions set
null center 
openings set

ositions set
openings / diameters set 
positions / diameters set

Depending on the selected cutting type, various input windows will 
appear. The input parameters are: the saw kerf, the number of saws, the 
list of the saw openings or positions, etc. Each element of the listed data 
represents the values considered at each cutting test.
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The following window displays the data that should be entered for a 
positions set.

Sawing accuracy(cm) 

Saw kerf|cm)

positions set

The input mechanisms of the window are described in annex A.

Cutting type in relation to the positioning type

A machine-center can operate only if the cutting type is compatible with 
the positioning type. If the chosen cutting type is not compatible with the 
positioning type, a "beep" sound will be heard. To have access to all the 
cutting types, select the NULL center item in the positioning type, and 
vice-versa.
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POSITIONING CONFIGURATION

The positioning of a log or a board consists of placing it in front of the 
cutting tools according to a reference axis. There are three degrees of 
freedom relating to the positioning of a piece of wood before its 
breakdown. The degrees of freedom are: the rotation, the alignment and 
the translation. In fact, These degrees are the parameters which control 
the positioning of the material.

However, not all machine-centers offer the three degrees of freedom to 
configure the positioning of a piece of wood. In fact, there are various 
positioning types for each machine-center. Some positioning types 
automatically set the control parameters while others offer control over 
only one or two of the degrees of freedom..

This section presents all the possible positioning types used to configure 
the machine-centers.
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Positioning Types

The selected positioning type depends on the piece of wood to be 
processed at a given machine-center. Thus a stem is not considered in the 
same way as a board or a piece of wood which has not been trimmed. 
OPTITEK takes into account three main positioning type groups: the 
primary breakdown positioning which consists of cutting the first faces in 
a log, the secondary breakdown positioning which includes the edging 
and the resawing, and the positioning of the lumber intended to slashing 
and trimming.

Positioning Types Applied to the Primary Breakdown

Free Rotation, Alignement and Translation

This positioning type offers the most control over the degrees of freedom. 
These three control parameters are used for finding the best possible 
positioning of the material in the freedom space. OPTITEK retains the 
optimal solution from all the solutions tested. All the other positioning 
types are only a variant of this positioning type. Here is an introduction 
to the three degrees of freedom:

Rotation

The rotation fixes the position of a log around the Z axis. A good 
example is the rotation of a rolling pin around its handles.

The search for the rotation is carried out by fixed steps specified in 
degrees. For example, a log can be swivelled using fixed steps of 10 
degrees.

■s’ It is important to note that if the control parameter of the rotation 
indicates zero, the log's sweep is automatically placed upwards.
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Alignment

The alignment rotates the piece of wood around the Y axis. With the 
large end remaining fixed, the small end can be realigned in front of the 
cutting tools.

The search is also carried out using fixed steps (degrees).

T ranslation

The translation defines the lateral movement of the piece of wood 
according to the X axis. In other words, the Z axis which passes through 
the center of the two ends of the piece of wood is horizontally moved.

The search for the translation is carried out using fixed steps specified in 
centimeters (inches).

■s’ It is important to note that if the control parameters of the 
translation and alignment indicate zero, the position of the piece of 
wood is perfectly centered.



Sweep Up . Split Taper

Top view

Front view

This positioning type automatically places the sweep of the log upwards 
and defines the reference Z axis with the geometrical center of the large 
and small ends (split taper).
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Sweep Up, Full Taper

Top view

Front view

This positioning type automatically places the maximal sweep of the log 
upwards and lines up the log according to its taper (full taper). The 
reference Z axis has its origin at the center of the large end and is aligned 
with the left side of the log.



Sweep F lat Split Taper

Top view

Front view

This positioning type lays flat the maximal sweep of the log. The 
reference Z axis passes through the geometric center of the large and 
small ends.
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Sweep Flat Full Taper

Top view

Front view

This positioning type lays flat the maximal sweep of the log and lines up 
the log according to its taper. The reference Z axis has its origin at the 
center of the large end and is aligned with the left side of the log.
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Sweep Up , Free Alignment

This positioning type places the maximal sweep of the log upwards and 
a search for the alignment is undertaken. The zero position represents a 
split tapered alignment.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment. Suppose there is an 
artificial log which has a length of 200 cm, with a diameter of 20 cm for 
the large end and 15 cm for the small end, and a 2 cm sweep. If the twin 
bands (TWBA) with the "Sweep Up, Free Alignment" positioning type is 
selected, it is possible to program the log alignment. In the following 
example, the search on the alignment is carried out using a search step of 
two degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees.

«sa sweep up, free alignment

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 2-2 2

#
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Free Rotation. Split Taper

Top view

Front view

This positioning type lines up the log according to the geometric center 
of the large and small ends and a search for the rotation is undertaken. 
The zero position represents a sweep up.
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Here is an example of the search for the rotation. If the twin band 
(TWBA) with the "Free Sweep, Split Taper" positioning is selected, it is 
possible to program the rotation of the log. In the following example, the 
search for the rotation is carried out using a search step of 10 degrees, 
from -10 degrees to 10 degrees.

Rotation(deg) : step, min., max. 10-10 10



Positioning Type Applied to the Secondary 
Breakdown

Left Face, Split Taper

Sweep up 
Large end

This positioning type determines a centered reference axis and lays flat 
the left face generated at the previous machine-center. With this 
positioning, it is also possible to cany out a search for both the alignment 
and the translation.



Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "Left Face, Split Taper" positioning is 
selected, it is possible to program a search for both the alignment and the 
translation. In the following example, the search for the alignment is 
carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees 
while the search for the translation is carried out using a search step of 
5 cm, from -5 cm to 5 cm.

Alignment(deg) : step. min., max. 

Transiation(cm) : step, min., max.

2-2 2

5-5 5



Left face. Full taper

Sweep up 
Large end

This positioning type determines a decentered reference axis and lays flat 
the left face generated at the previous machine-center. With this 
positioning, it is also possible to carry out a search for both the alignment 
and the translation.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "Left Face, Full Taper" positioning is selected, 
it is possible to program a search for both the alignment and the 
translation. In the following example, the search for the alignment is 
carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees 
while the search for the translation is carried out using a search step of 
5 cm, from -5 cm to 5 cm.

left face, full taper

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 2-2 2

Translation(cm) : step, min., max. 5-5 5
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Right Face. Split Taper

Sweep up 
Large end

This positioning type determines a centered reference axis and lays flat 
the right face generated at the previous machine-center. With this 
positioning, it is also possible to carry out a search for both the alignment 
and the translation.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "Right Face, Split Taper" positioning is 
selected, it is possible to program the search for both the alignment and 
the translation. In the following example, the search for the alignment is 
carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees 
while the search for the translation is carried out using a search step of 5 
cm, from -5 cm to 5 cm.

right face, split taper

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 

Translation(cm) : step, min., max.

2-2 2 

5-5 5
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Right Face, Full Taper

Sweep up 
Large end

This positioning type deteimines a decentered reference axis and lays flat 
the right face generated at the previous machine-center. With this 
positioning, it is also possible to carry out a search for both the alignment 
and the translation.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "Right Face, Full Taper" positioning is 
selected, it is possible to program a search for both the alignment and the 
translation. In the following example, the search for the alignment is 
carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees 
while the search for the translation is carried out using a 5 cm search step, 
from -5 cm à 5 cm.

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 

Translation(cm) : step, min., max.

2-2  2

5-5 5

1



Previous Face, Split Taper

Alignment

Previous face or right face

The previous face refers to the last face generated at the previous 
machine-center. If it exists, the right face is the default face. This slab 
only has a right face as no cutting tool has determined the face on its left 
side. The "Previous Face" positioning lays flat the last generated face, 
which means the slab's right face. In this case, the "Right Face" 
positioning produces the same result as a "Previous Face" positioning.

Alignment

Previous face or right face

A board has a right and a left face. The "Previous Face" positioning lays 
flat the default face (right face). In this case, the "Right Face" positioning 
produces the same result as a "Previous Face" positioning.



Alignm ent

The slab's last generated face is now the left face. The "Previous Face" 
positioning therefore lays flat the left face of the piece of wood. In this 
case, the "Left Face" positioning produces the same result as a "Previous 
Face" positioning.

With the "Previous Face" positioning, it is possible to carry out a search 
for both the alignment and the translation.

Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "Previous Face, Split Taper" positioning is 
selected, it is possible to program a search for both the alignment and the 
translation. In the following example, the search for the alignment is 
carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees 
while the search for the translation is carried out using a 5 cm search step, 
from -5 cm to 5 cm.

previous face, split taper

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 

Translation(cm) : step, min., max.

2-2 2 

5-5 5
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Previous Face, Full Taper

Alignment

Previous face or left face

Alignment

Previous face or right face
Alignment

This positioning type is similar to the "Previous Face, Split Taper" 
position, except that the reference axis is decentered. With this 
positioning type, it is also possible to carry out a search for both the 
alignment and the translation.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "Previous Face, Full Taper" positioning is 
selected, it is possible to program a search for both the alignment and the 
translation. In the following example, the search for the alignment is 
carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees 
while the search for the translation is carried out using a 5 cm search step, 
from -5 cm to 5 cm.

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 

Translation(cm) : step, min., max.

2-2 2

5-5 5
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First Point Left Face, Split Taper

Sweep up 
Large end

This positioning type lays flat the left face generated by the previous 
machine-center and places the reference axis, parallel to a centered 
reference axis, so that a square-edged face is obtained. With this 
positioning, it is also possible to carry out a search for both the alignment 
and the translation.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "First Point, Left Face, Split Taper" 
positioning is selected, it is possible to program a search for both the 
translation and the alignment. In the following example, the search on the 
alignment is carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees 
to 2 degrees while the search for the translation is carried out using a 5 cm 
search step, from -5 cm to 5 cm.

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 

Translation(cm) : step, min., max.

2-2 2

5-5 5
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First point, left face, full taper

Sweep up 
Large end

This positioning type lays flat the left face generated by the previous 
machine-center and places the reference axis, parallel to a decentered 
reference axis, so that a square-edged face is obtained. With this 
positioning, it is also possible to carry out a search for both the alignment 
and the translation.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "First Point, Left Face, Full Taper" positioning 
is selected, it is possible to program a search for both the translation and 
the alignment. In the following example, the search for the alignment is 
carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees 
while the search for the translation is carried out using a 5 cm search step, 
from -5 cm to 5 cm.

first point left face, full taper

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 

Translation(cm) : step, min., max.

2-2 2 

5-5 5
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First Point Right Face, Split Taper

Sweep up 
Large end

This positioning type lays flat the right face generated by the previous 
machine-center and places the reference axis, parallel to a centered 
reference axis, so that a square-edged face is obtained. With this 
positioning, it is also possible to carry out a search for both the alignment 
and the translation.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "First Point, Right Face, Split Taper" 
positioning is selected, it is possible to program a search for both the 
translation and the alignment. In the following example, the search for the 
alignment is carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees 
to 2 degrees while the search for the translation is carried out using a 5 cm 
search step, from -5 cm to 5 cm.

first point right face, split taper

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 2-2 2

Translation(cm) : step, min., max. 5-5 5
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First Point Right Face. Full Taper

Sweep up 
Large end

This positioning type lays flat the right face generated by the previous 
machine-center and places the reference axis, parallel to a decentered 
reference axis, so that a square-edged face is obtained. With this 
positioning, it is also possible to carry out a search for both the alignment 
and the translation.
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Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with the "First Point, Right Face, Full Taper" 
positioning is selected, it is possible to program a search for both the 
translation and the alignment. In the following example, the search on the 
alignment is carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees 
to 2 degrees while the search for the translation is carried out using a 5 cm 
search step, from -5 cm to 5 cm.

first point right face, full taper

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 2-2 2

Transiation(cm) : step, min., max. 5-5 5

First Point, Previous Face, Split Taper

This positioning type is the same as the "First Point, Left or Right Face, 
Split Taper" positioning. The previous face refers to the last generated 
face. The right face is the default face.

First Point Previous Face, Full Taper

This positioning type is the same as the "First Point, Left or Right Face, 
Full Taper" positioning. The previous face refers to the last face 
generated by the previous machine-center. The right face is the default 
face.
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Previous Position

This positioning type automatically adopts the positioning applied at the 
previous machine-center. With this positioning, it is possible to carry out 
a search for both the alignment and the translation.

Here is an example of the search for the alignment and the translation. If 
the edger (EDGE) with "Previous Position" positioning type is selected, 
it is possible to program a search for both the alignment and the 
translation. In the following example, the search for the alignment is 
carried out using a search step of 2 degrees, from -2 degrees to 2 degrees 
while the search for the translation is carried out using a 5 cm search step, 
from -5 cm to 5 cm.

previous position

Alignment(deg) : step, min., max. 2-2 2

Translation(cm) : step, min., max. 5-5 5

Previous Position, Split Taper

This positioning type has the same characteristics as the "Previous 
Position" positioning type, but realigns the piece of wood on a split taper 
axis.

Previous Position, Full Taper

This positioning type as the same characteristics as the "Previous 
Position" positioning type, but realigns the piece of wood on a full taper
axis.
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Positioning Type Applied to Trimming and Slashing

End of Piece at Origin Intended for the Slashing

End of Piece at Origin Intended for End Trimming

The positioning intended for end trimming and slashing depends directly 
on a reference axis located at the left end of the piece, which corresponds 
to the log's large end. With this positioning, it is possible to carry out a 
search for the translation.

Caution! If translation parameters are used, the dynamic 
programming should not be used as the cutting type.
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Here is an example of a search for the translation. If the slasher with the 
"End of Piece at Origin" positioning is selected, it is possible to program 
a search for the translation. In the following example, the search for the 
translation is carried out using a 5 cm search step, from -50 cm to 50 cm.

end of piece at origin

Translation(cm) : step, min., max. 5-50 50

Center of Piece at Origin (end trimming only)

{Translation4-------- ' , V-------------►'' +

- 0 +

This positioning type determines a reference axis having its origin at the 
center of the piece of wood intended for trimming. With this positioning 
type, it is possible to carry out a search for the translation.
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Here is an example of a search for the translation. If the trimmer with the 
"End of Piece at Origin" positioning is selected, it is possible to program 
a search for the translation. In the following example, the search for the 
translation is carried out using a 5 cm search step, from -50 cm to 50 cm.

H  ■
mm:-"- end of piece at origin

Translation (cm) : step, min., max. 5-50 50
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CUTTING CONFIGURATION

This chapter deals with the cutting configuration of the machine-centers. 
It is structured according to the logic of the previous chapter. Thus, the 
cutting configuration also has six parts: the cutting types intended for 
primary breakdown , the cutting types intended for secondary 
breakdown, the cutting types intended for trimming, the cutting types 
intended for bucking, the cutting types intended for scanning and 
various other cutting types.

The cutting configuration of a machine-center consists of determining the 
exact position of the cutting tools (the position of the saws or the knives). 
The chosen cutting type depends directly on the selected positioning type. 
For example, if the user has chosen to work with a "split taper" (or full 
taper) positioning type, he must refer to a split taper (or full taper) 
reference axis for the cutting tool positioning.

Cutting Types Intended for Primary Breakdown

The cutting types for the primary breakdown represent the cutting tool 
positioning for a log's first breakdown. These cutting types are available 
for the following machine-centers: the chipper canter and the twin bands. 
It is important to remember that some machine-centers can be used for 
both the primary and the secondary breakdown. However, a machine- 
center which cuts the first faces of a log is considered exclusively as a 
primary breakdown machine-center. When a sawmill with two chipper 
canters is modelized, the user must choose a primary breakdown cutting 
type for the first chipper canter and a secondary breakdown cutting type 
for the second.

The four cutting types for the primary breakdown are: openings set, 
positions set, openings/diameters set and position/diameters set. All 
cutting types are introduced separately in this chapter.
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Openings Set

This cutting type automatically centers the saw opening according to the 
reference axis already determined by the selected positioning type. A 
centered or decentered axis for the openings set produces different results.

It is possible to specify more than one opening for the simulation. 
Optitek will retain the opening that optimizes the productivity by volume 
or by value. For a set of two openings, Optitek successively processes 
the log using the two openings and retains the optimum solution according 
to the optimization criterion.

According to a centered axis

Small end

Centered
reference
axis

Large end
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According to a decentered axis

Here is an example of the input parameters of an openings set. If the twin 
bands (TWBA) with the "Openings Set" cutting type is selected, the 
following window will appear. In the example, the openings set to be 
tested are: one of 12 cm, one of 8 cm and another of 6 cm.



openings set

Sawing a ecu racy (cm) 0.0000

Saw kerf(cm) 0.5

Openings(cm) list

When the 6 cm opening is entered, click the Add  button to add this 
opening to the list box (these buttons are explained in annex A).
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Positions Set

As with the openings set, the positions set is directly related to the chosen 
reference axis (centered or decentered), but it is the user who must 
determine the saws' or knives' positions.

The saws' positions of a machine-center is determined by the left side of 
the blades. Thus, the saw kerf is an important element to consider when 
determining the saws' positions. It is much easier to determine the 
position of the knives since the saw kerf does not need to be taken into 
account.

■s’ The determination of the saws' positions is the same for a 
centered or a decentered axis.
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Calculation of the saws’ positions when a cant thickness of 10 cm is 
needed and a centered reference axis is chosen (saw kerf = 0.50 cm):

Large end

-5.00 + (-0.5®

In order to center the width of a board, 5.00 cm (10.00/2) must be 
distributed on each side of the chosen reference axis. It is not difficult to 
calculate the position of the right saw since the left side of the blade 
determines the width of the board. Thus the position to be entered is 5.00 
cm. For the position of the left saw, the right side of the blade determines 
the width of the board and the saw kerf must be taken into account. Thus 
the position to be entered is -5.50 cm: -(5.00 cm + 0.50 cm).
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Calculation of the saws' positions when a cant thickness of 10 cm is 
needed, translated 3 cm towards the right and a centered reference 
axis is selected (saw kerf = 0.50 cm).

Large end

-2.00 + (-0.5CD

Distribute 2.00 cm (5.00 - 3.00) on the left side of the reference axis and 
8 cm (5.00 + 3.00) on its right side. The saw kerf of the right saw does 
not need to be taken into account. The position of the left saw needs the 
saw kerf to be taken into account and is calculated as follows: -(2.00 cm 
+ 0.50 cm).



Here is an example of the input parameters of a positions set. If the twin 
bands (TWBA) with the "Positions Set" cutting type is selected, the 
following window will appear. In the example, the positions to be tested 
are: one o f -6.5 cm and 6 cm, one of -4.5 cm and 4 cm, and another o f- 
3.5 cm and 3 cm.

positions set

Sawing a ecu racy [cm) 

Saw kerf(cm]

0.0000
0.5000

Positions(cm) list

-3.5 3
-6.5000 6.0000 
-4.5000 4.0000

When the positions pair of (-3.5, 3) is entered, click the Add  button to add 
these positions to the list box (these buttons are explained in annex A).
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Qpenings/Diameter Set

This cutting type is similar to the "Openings Set" cutting type. It is 
particularly used for associating the diameter of a log's small end to a 
specific opening. It is possible to preset an opening for each diameter 
class.

To define the diameter classes, each opening must be associated with the 
minimum diameter of the log's small end.

Example: Diameters Openings
20 cm 10 cm
10 cm 6 cm
8 cm 4 cm

Thus, the 10 cm opening will be selected for all the logs whose small end 
diameter is 20 cm or more. The 6 cm opening will be selected for all the 
logs whose small end diameter is at least 10 cm and less than 20 cm. And 
finally, the 4 cm opening will be selected for all the logs whose small end 
diameter is at least 8 cm but less than 10 cm. Logs that do not fit any 
class definition are automatically sent to the waste chipper.

Here is an example of the input parameters when defining an 
openings/diameters set. If the twin bands (TWBA) with the 
"Openings/Diameters Set" cutting type is selected, the following display 
window will appear. In the example, the openings to be tested are: 10 cm 
if the diameter is at least 20 cm, 6 cm if the diameter is at least 10 cm but 
less than 20 cm and 4 cm if the diameter is at least 8 cm but less than 10 
cm. It is important to enter the items in decreasing order in the set, from 
the largest diameter to the smallest, as OPTITEK will consider the first 
diameter class matching the diameter of the log to be processed.
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openings / diameters set

Sawing accuracy(cm) 

Saw kerf (cm)

0.0000

0.5

Diameters(cm) and openings(cm) list

8 A
20.0000 10.0000 
10.0000 6.0000

When the 8 cm diameter and the 4 cm opening are entered, click the Add  
button to add the opening/diameter pair to the list box (these button are 
explained in annex A).
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Positions/Diameters Set

This cutting type is similar to the "Openings/Diameters Set" cutting type, 
except that saws' positions are entered instead of openings. For the 
cutting tool positioning, refer to the section dealing with position sets.

Here is an example of the input parameters when defining a 
positions/diameters set. If the twin bands (TWBA) with the 
"Positions/Diameters Set" cutting type is selected, the following display 
window will appear. In the example, the positions/diameter items to be 
tested are: -5.5 cm and 5 cm if the diameter is at least 20 cm, -3.5 cm and 
3 cm if the diameter is at least 10 cm but less than 20 cm and -2.5 cm and 
2 cm if the diameter is at least 8 cm but less than 10 cm. It is important 
to enter the data items in decreasing order, from the largest diameter to 
the smallest, as OPTITEK will consider the first diameter class matching 
the diameter of the log to be processed.

positions / diameters set

Sawing a ecu racy (cm) 

Saw kerf (cm)

0.0000
0.5

Diameters(cm) and positions(cm) list

8 -2.5 2
20.0000 -5.5000 5.0000
10.0000 -3.5000 3.0000

When the 8 cm diameter and the -2.5 cm and 2 cm saws' positions are 
entered, click on the Add  button to add the positions/diameter item to the 
list box (these button are explained in annex A).
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Cutting Types Intended for Secondary Breakdown

Two cutting types for the secondary breakdown are available: the 
centered openings set and the positions set. Except for the trimmer and 
the slasher, all the machine-centers can be used for secondary breakdown. 
However, some machine-centers offer cutting types that can not be 
applied to the secondary breakdown. For example, the cutting types 
relating to the diameter are not valid after the primary breakdown.

Centered Openings Set

The "Centered Openings Set" applied to the secondary breakdown can be 
selected only if the centered positioning type is selected. This cutting 
type automatically centers one or several saws opening according to a 
centered reference axis. For a machine-center which has only two saws, 
the saws opening is automatically distributed on each side of the reference 
axis. For a machine-center which has several saws (such as the bull 
edger), the total width of the saws opening is automatically distributed on 
each side of the reference axis.
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Multiple saws

Sa*» fcj opening H
Total

open»to

0 +

Here is an example of the input parameters of a centered openings list. 
If the bull edger (BUED) with the "Centered Openings Set" cutting type 
is selected, the following input window will appear. In this example, the 
machine-center has three saws. Suppose that the centered openings to be 
tested are: 7 cm and 5 cm. Four pieces will be generated: two slabs and
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two squared pieces. The squared pieces will have the width entered as 
the opening: 7cm for the first opening test and 5 cm for the second 
opening test.

centered openings set

Sawing accuracy(cm) 

Saw kerf (cm)

Number of saws
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Positions Set

As opposed to the "Centered Openings Set", the "Positions Set" cutting 
type can be chosen with a centered or a decentered positioning type. This 
cutting type allows each saw to be positioned in relation to the reference 
axis selected in the positioning type. Remember that the position 
corresponds to the left side of the saw blade.

OA 4£  9J> 13.6

Kerf -  0.6 CM H ( *

W idth -  4 cm  *|
l

«
1

1
■4J OO

1
4.6
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Here is an example of the input parameters of a positions set. If the bull 
edger (BUED) with the "Position Set" cutting type is selected, the 
following input window will appear. In this example, the machine-center 
has four saws and uses the "Left Face, Full Taper" positioning type. 
Suppose that 4 cm wide pieces are to be produced and that the saw kerf 
is 0.5 cm. Enter the following positions: 0.0,4.5, 9.0, 13.5. To add these 
to the list box, click the Add button when all the data elements are 
entered.

-, ■ ■  ■

Sawing accuracy(cm) 

Saw kerffcm]

Number of saws

positions set

0.0000
0.5
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Cutting types intended to trimming

These cutting types are chosen when the pieces of wood have fixed width 
and thickness and whose length has to be determined. As usual, the 
cutting type depends directly on the reference axis of the selected 
positioning type. The calculation of the saws position depends on an axis 
located at the left end of the piece of wood (corresponding to the log's 
large end) or on an axis located at the center of the piece.

The five cutting types applied to the trimming are: openings set, positions 
set, openings/lengths set, positions/lengths set and dynamic 
programming.

Openings Set

i\
i \
i \

C enter of .p iece  a t origin

This cutting type centers the opening according to a centered reference 
axis. It is important to note that the "Openings Set" can be chosen only 
with the "Center of Piece at Origin" positioning type.
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Here is an example of the input parameters for an openings set. If the end 
trimmer (ENTR) with the "Openings Set" cutting type is selected, the 
following input window will appear. In the example, the openings to be 
tested are: 300 cm, 250 cm and 200 cm. When the 200 cm opening 
element is entered, click the Add button to add this opening to the list box 
(these buttons are explained in annex A).



Positions Set

With this cutting type, the user must determine each saw position 
according to a centered or decentered reference axis. It is important to 
note that the saw kerf is not taken into account for the trimming. The 
"Positions Set" can be chosen with the two positioning types intended for 
trimming : "End of Piece at Origin" and "Center of Piece at Origin".

End of p iece  a t origin

5
£

Openfrig of 250 cm

0 10

t Sow» petitions

260

t

C enter o f p iece  a t origin

5

X XX
\

- ■f

-125

L Saws positions

125

J
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Here is an example of the input parameters for a positions set. If the end 
trimmer (ENTR) with the "Positions Set" cutting type is selected, the 
following input window will appear. In the example, the positions to be 
tested are: -125 cm and 125 cm, -135 cm and 135 cm.

ï .* positions set

Positions(cm) list

When each pair of positions is entered, click the Add  button to add the 
pair of positions to the list box (these buttons are explained in annex A).
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Positions/Lengths Set

This cutting type is similar to the "Positions/Diameters Set" cutting type, 
except that the positions relate to the length instead of the diameter.

Here is an example of the input parameters for the positions/lengths set.. 
If the end trimmer (ENTR) with the "Positions / Lengths Set" is selected, 
the following window will appear. In the example, the positions/lengths 
to be tested are: 10 cm and 290 cm if the length of the piece of wood to 
be processed is at least 300 cm and 10 cm and 270 cm if the length of the 
piece of wood to be processed is at least 280 cm but less than 300 cm. 
It is important to enter the data in decreasing order, from the longest to 
the shortest length, as OPTITEK will consider the first length class 
matching the length of the piece of wood to be processed.

positions / lengths set

Lengths(cm] and positions(cm) list

280 10 270
300.0000 10.0000 290.0000

When each positions/length triplet is entered, click the Add  button to add 
the triplet to the list box (these buttons are explained in annex A).
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Openings/Lengths Set

This cutting type is similar to the "Positions/Lengths Set" cutting type. 
With this cutting type, the saws opening is entered according to a 
centered reference axis. It is important to note that the 
"Openings/Lengths Set" can be chosen only with the "Center of Piece at 
Origin" positioning type.

Here is an example of the input parameters for an openings/lengths set. 
If the end trimmer (ENTR) with the "Openings/Lengths Set" is selected, 
the following window will appear. In the example, the openings/length 
to be tested are: 280 cm if the length is at least 300 cm and 260 cm if the 
length is at least 280 cm but less than 300 cm. It is important to input the 
data in decreasing order, from the longest to the shortest length, as 
OPTITEK will consider the first length class matching the length of the 
piece of wood to be processed.

openings / lengths set

Lengths(cm) and openings(cm) list

280 260
300.0000 280.0000

When each opening/length pair is entered, click the Add  button to add the 
pair to the list box (these buttons are explained in annex A).
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Dynamic Programming

This trimming cutting type is available only for the multiple saw trimmer 
(MUTR) machine-center. It can be chosen only with the "End of Piece 
at Origin" positioning type.

The "Dynamic Programming" searches for optimum combination of 
pieces within the piece of wood to be processed. With dynamic 
programming, it is possible to produce more than one piece within the 
piece of wood to be processed as well as to eliminate defects between the 
target pieces.

Caution! No translation parameters should be specified in the 
selected positioning type if the "Dynamic Programming" is to be 
chosen as the cutting type.

The "Dynamic Programming" cutting type applied to trimming requires 
the understanding of the notions of step, of minimum lenght and of lengths 
list.

The step represents the increment at which the search for the optimum 
will be carried out. A 30 cm step means that OPTITEK will search for 
the optimal solution by analysing the piece at every 30 cm along its 
length.

The minimum length represents the breakpoint between the upper and 
lower outflow buttons. A produced piece not having the minimum length 
will be sent to the lower outflow button, usually linked to the waste 
chipper (WACH). Most of the times, the minimum length is set to the 
shorter length defined in the Grades tool.

The lengths list contains all the lengths that can be produced by trimmer. 
It must contain lengths already defined in the Grades tool and possibly 
shorter lengths in order to eliminate defects between target lengths. The 
lengths must be entered in decreasing order in the list.

isr it is important to note that the search step must be a common 
factor of all the lengths specified in the lengths list.
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Here are examples of the "Dynamic Programming" cutting type applied 
to trimming.

A long piece of wood could be cut into a combination of shorter pieces 
if the total of the optimization values of the shorter pieces is greater than 
the value of the long piece.

Multiple pieces

Depending on the target production defined, it is also possible to produce 
only one medium length piece and to send the trimmings to the waste 
chipper.

Single p iece

>i \
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Here is an example of the input parameters for the dynamic programming 
cutting type. If the multiple saw trimmer (MUTR) with the "Dynamic 
Programming" cutting type is selected, the following input window will 
appear. Assuming that: 1) the target products lengths defined in the 
Grades tool are : 200 cm, 150 cm and 100 cm, 2) the production must 
mainly be composed o f200 cm and 150 cm pieces, 3) the trimmer can cut 
pieces as short as 30 cm long and 4) a 10 cm search step is to be used in 
order to determine the best trimming pattern. The parameters entered to 
configure the dynamic programming cutting type would be : 1) 10 cm for 
the search step, 2) 100 cm for the minimum length and 3) 200 cm , 150 
cm and 30 cm for the lengths list.

dynam ic programming

Step(cm)

Minimum length(cm)

10

100

Lengths(cm) list

When the 30 cm length is entered, click the Add  button to add the length 
to the list box (these buttons are explained in annex A).
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Cutting types intended to the bucking

The cutting types for the bucking represent the cutting tool positioning to 
convert stems into logs. As usual, the cutting type depends directly on 
the reference axis of the selected positioning type. Since the only 
possible positionning type available for the bucking machine-center 
(SLAS) is the "End of piece at origin", the saws positions must always be 
calculated starting at the large end of the stem. It is also important to 
understand the notion of "minimum length" when using these cutting 
types. The minimum length represents the minimum length of the logs to 
be processed in the mill. In fact, all the generated logs shorter than the 
minimal length will be sent to the machine-center linked to the icon's 
lower-right outflow button, usually the waste chipper (WACH). The 
three cutting types for bucking are: positions set, positions/lengths set 
and dynamic programming.

Positions Set

With this cutting type, the user must determine each saw position 
according to the reference axis having its origin at the large end of the 
stem. It is important to note that the saw kerf is not taken into account 
when slashing a stem.
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Here is an example of the input parameters for a positions set. If the 
slasher (SLAS) with the "Positions Set" cutting type is selected, the 
following input window will appear. In the example, the stems would 
slashed into 508 cm logs or into 254 cm logs depending on then- 
respective values after the complete breakdown. Also, every log not 
having at least 127 cm in length would be sent to the lower outflow 
button, usually linked to the waste chipper (WACH). When each set of 
positions is entered, click the Add  button to add the pair of positions to 
the list box (these buttons are explained in annex A).

ry/jUA

Minimum length(cm)

positions set

127

Positions(cm) list

254 508 7G2 1016 1270 1524
508.0000 1016.0000 1524.0000
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Positions/Lengths Set

This cutting type is similar to the "Positions/Lengths Set" cutting type 
already defined for the trimmer except for the notion of "minimal length" 
described earlier and that each list element does not need to have the 
same number of saw positions.

Here is an example of the input parameters when defining a 
positions/lengths set. If the slasher (SLAS) with the "Positions/Lengths 
Set" cutting type is selected, the following display window will appear. 
In the example, the positions/lengths items to be tested are: 508 cm and 
1016 cm if the length is at least 1016 cm, 508 cm and 762 cm if the length 
is at least 508 cm but less than 1016 cm and 254 cm if the length is less 
than 508 cm. The minimal length of the produced logs is 50 cm. It is 
important to enter the data items in decreasing order, from long to short 
stem length, as OPTITEK will consider the first length class matching the 
length of the stem to be processed.

Minimum length(cm)

positions / lengths set

50

Lengths(cm) and positions(cm) list

0 254
1016.0000 508.0000 1016.0000
508.0000 508.0000 762.0000

When the 0 cm length and the 254 cm saw position is entered, click the 
Add  button to add the positions/length item to the list box (these button 
are explained in annex A).
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Dynamic Programming

This bucking cutting type is similar to the "Dynamic programming" 
described in the section explaining the cutting types intended to trimming. 
It can be chosen only with the "End of Piece at Origin" positioning type.

The "Dynamic Programming" searches for optimum combination of logs 
within the stem to be processed. With dynamic programming, it is 
possible to produce more than one log within the stem to be processed as 
well as to eliminate defects between the target logs.

■s* Caution! No translation parameters should be specified in the 
selected positioning type if the ’’Dynamic Programming" is to be 
chosen as the cutting type.

The "Dynamic Programming" cutting type applied to bucking requires the 
understanding of the notions of step, of minimum lenght and of lengths 
list.

The step represents the increment at which the search for the optimum 
will be carried out. A 30 cm step means that OPTITEK will search for 
the optimal solution by analysing the stem at every 30 cm along its length.

The minimum length represents the breakpoint between the upper and 
lower outflow buttons. A produced log not having the minimum length 
will be sent to the lower outflow button, usually the waste chipper 
(WACH). The minimum length is set to the shorter log length suitable for 
the production lines.

The lengths list contains all the lengths that can be produced by slasher. 
It must contain the log lengths to be sent to the production lines and 
possibly shorter lengths in order to eliminate defects between logs. The 
lengths must be entered in decreasing order in the list.

^  It is important to note that the search step must be a common 
factor of all the lengths specified in the lengths list.
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The following examples show how a stem is processed using the 
"Dynamic Programming" cutting type at the slasher.

Assuming that the possible log's lengths are 150 cm, 400 cm and 650 cm, 
the minimum log's length is 150 cm, the search step is 25 cm and the 
shortest cuttable section is 50 cm, a crooked 6 meters stem could be 
slashed into a 4 meter log and a 1.5 meter log and the crooked part sent 
to the waste chipper.

A 7 meters stem having a crooked end could be slashed into a 6.5 meters 
log and the crooked part sent to the waste chipper.

660 cm
*><-----

60 cm
*■
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Here is an example of the input parameters for the dynamic programming 
cutting type applied to bucking . If the slasher (SLAS) with the "Dynamic 
Programming" cutting type is selected, the following input window will 
appear. Assuming that: 1) the suitable log's lengths for the production 
lines are : 500 cm, 250 cm and 125 cm, 2) the main target log's lengths 
are 500 cm and 250 cm, 3) the slasher can cut sections 50 cm long and 4) 
a 25 cm search step is to be used in order to determine the best bucking 
pattern. The parameters entered to configure the dynamic programming 
cutting type would be : 1) 25 cm for the search step, 2) 125 cm for the 
minimum length and 3) 500 cm , 250 cm and 50 cm for the lengths list.

dynamic programming

Step(cm)

Minimum length(cm)

25

125

When the 50 cm length is entered, click the Add  button to add the length 
to the list box (these buttons are explained in annex A).
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Cutting types intended to the scanning

These cutting types are logs selectors and are chosen when the inflowed 
log must be processed according to a specific parameter. A mill having 
distinct production lines for small and large logs could use these cutting 
types to feed the inflowed logs to the appropriate production line and send 
the logs that do not respect either production line criterion to the waste 
chipper (WACH).

The three cutting types applied to the scanning are: Line/Diameter, 
Line/Sweep, Line/Taper and Line/Length.

Line/Diameter

This cutting type is a log selector according to its diameter. If the 
diameter of the log to be processed is equal to or greater than the diameter 
specified for a production line, the log will be sent to that specific 
production line. If the diameter does not match any of the minimum 
diameters, the log will be simply sent to the waste chipper.

For example, only the logs whose diameter is at least 20 cm will be sent 
to the production line 1 (upper-right outflow button), while the logs which 
diameter is at least 10 cm but less than 20 cm will be sent to the 
production line 2 (lower-right outflow button).

Diam.(cm) line 1 

Diam.(cm) line 2

line / diameter

20.0000

10.0000
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Line/Sweep

This cutting type is similar to the "Line/Diameter" cutting type, except 
that the sweep is the selection parameter. If the unit of measure is Metric, 
the sweep will be entered in centimeters per meter. If the unit of measure 
is Imperial, the sweep will be entered in inches per 8 feet.

For example, only logs whose sweep is at least 6 cm/m will be sent to the 
production line 1 (upper-right outflow button), whilelogs whose sweep is 
at least 2 cm/m but less than 6 cm/m will be sent to the production line 2 
(lower-right outflow button).

line / sweep

Sweep.(cm/m) line 1 

Sweep.(cm/m) line 2

6.0000

2.0000



Line/Length

This cutting type is similar to the "Line/Diameter" cutting type, except 
that the length is the selection parameter.

For example, only logs whose length is at least 300 cm will be sent to the 
production line 1 (upper-right outflow button), while logs whose length 
is at least 200 cm but less than 300 cm will be sent to the production line 
2 (lower-right outflow button).

Leng.(cm) line 1 

Leng.(cm) line 2

300.0000

200.0000



Line/Taper

This cutting type is similar to the "Line/Sweep" cutting type, except that 
the taper is the selection parameter. If the unit of measure is Metric, the 
taper will be entered in centimeters per meter. If the unit of measure is 
Imperial, the taper will be entered in inches per 8 feet.

For example, only logs whose taper is at least 1.6 cm/m will be sent to the 
production line 1 (upper-right outflow button), while logs whose taper is 
less than 1.6 cm/m will be sent to the production line 2 (lower-right 
outflow button).

Tap.(cm/m) line 1 

Tap.(cm/m) line 2

line / taper

1.6000

0.0000
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Miscellaneous other cutting types

The following section describes cutting types intended to machine-centers 
not used in the breakdown of wood ( ex : the accumulator (ACCU)). 
Only one cutting type is listed but others will eventually be added to this 
section as development progresses.

Log accumulator

This cutting type is available in the accumulator machine-center (ACCU) 
and is used for saving a copy of the inflowed log to a file. It is usefull if 
a copy of the logs generated from a stem is needed for separate 
processing. When selecting this cutting type, the user must specify the 
log file name in which the copy will be saved. If the log file does not 
already exists it will be created and the logs will be saved with the unit of 
measure specified in the Logs tool. If the log file already exists, it must 
be a compatible log file and the logs will be merged to the file using the 
unit of measure specified in the file.

The
logs

following example specifies "accu.log" as the log file in which the 
copy will be saved.

Save As

File:
Directory:
Files:

accuflog
u:\

Directories:
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•  LOGS

L o g s  ■ 
[N o N a m e ]

The Logs tool defines the raw material in a simulation project. Note that 
in this chapter, the term "logs" is used generically, including logs and 
stems. The raw material is represented using two log models: the 
artificial log model and the real log model. It is very simple to define the 
raw material using the artificial log model since it has only one sweep and 
its sections are shaped as circular polygons. It is more complex to define 
the raw material using the real log model since its sections are shaped as 
elliptical polygons and their position may vary vertically (the Y axis) and 
horizontally (the X axis) along the longitudinal axis (the Z axis).

To define the raw material, activate the Logs icon. The following window 
will appear:
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To define an artificial or a real log, select the Artifi or the Real button. 
With the File button, it is possible to merge a logs file with the logs 
already defined in the list box. These buttons will be explained further in 
this chapter.

To use the Delete, Edit and Display buttons, a log must first be selected. 
With the mouse, select a log among the list. When a log is selected, it 
becomes the active log. With the Delete button, the selected log will be 
deleted from the list. With the Edit button it is possible to modify the 
active log: an input window will appear. With the Display button, the log 
will be displayed in three dimensions and the display can be manipulated 
according to the three axes defined in the Sawmill section.

Defining an Artificial Log

To define an artificial log, click the Arti button. The following window 
will appear:

Artificial log

Name 

Length (cm)

Large diameter(cm) 

Small diameter(cm) 

Sweep(cm)

Number

Points/Section

Sections/Log

OK 1 Cancel
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Here is the meaning of each field:

Name:

Length:

Large diameter: 

Small diameter: 

Sweep:

Number:

Points/section:

The name that will appear in the logs list. It is easier to 
select a log from the list when it has a specific name. 
No more than eight characters can be entered for the 
name. These characters can be letters (from A to Z), 
numbers (from 0 to 9) and

The log's length.

The diameter of the log's large end.

The diameter of the log's small end.

The sweep is the distance between the axis which 
passes through the geometrical centers of the large and 
small ends and the geometrical center of the central 
section. Here is a graphical representation of a log 
sweep:

The number of times the log will appear in the set of 
logs.

The number of points used for representing each of the 
log's sections. OPTITEK considers the artificial log's 
sections to be circular polygons. OPTITEK will



also consider twenty points/section as the default 
number of points per section. Specifying a greater 
number of points per section will increase precision. 
Sections can be specified using up to 60 points.

Sections/log: The number of sections which represent the log. The
simulation will consider eleven sections as the default 
number. The simulator needs at least three sections.

After all the parameters are entered, click the OK button to save them.
The log will then be added to the logs list box.

Defining a Real Log

To define a real log, click the Real button. The following window will
appear:

Real log

Name

Number

Points/Section

NoName

20

Diameters Positions
z x y x y 
(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

Âdd

Modify

fielete

in it

a* i
£ancel j
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Here is the meaning of each field:

Name: The name that will appear in the logs list. It is easier 
to select a log from the list when it has a specific 
name. No more than eight characters can be 
entered for the name. These characters can be 
letters (from A to Z), numbers (from 0 to 9) and
I! 1» ?» ?? »? »»

* ? 5 _  *

Number: The number of times the log will appear in the 
set of logs.

Points/section: The number of points used for representing each of 
the log's sections. OPTITEK considers the real 
log's sections to be elliptical polygons. OPTITEK 
will also consider twenty points/section as the 
default number of points per section. Specifying a 
greater number of points per section will increase 
precision. Sections can be specified using up

•
Sections list:

to 60 points.

At the bottom of the window is the sections list box. 
The log is represented by a sections list. Eah section 
is defined by its position on the log's longitudinal 
axis (Z), its diameter on the X axis, its diameter on 
the Y axis and the coordinates (on the X and Y 
axis) of its center.

Here are two examples representing the parameters of the sections. The 
first example shows a side view of a log to help visualize the X and Y 
diameters of the sections and their positions on the longitudinal axis (Z). 
The second example shows a front view of a log to help understand the 
X and Y positions in the center of the sections.
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Side view
sections

position on Z axis

The position of the sections on the longitudinal axis (Z) start at the zero 
position. The large end of the log is always aligned with the zero 
position.

Front view

◄------------------- ►
position on X axis

Usually, the geometrical center of the first section determines the 
reference axis for all of the other sections. For example, a section whose 
positions on the X and Y axis are greater than zero will be offset to the 
right and up from the geometrical center of the first section.
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After all the data is entered, click the OK button to save it. The log will 
then be added to the logs list box.

The Merging of a Logs File

To restore a logs file, click the File button. A file dialog will appear. 
Select the desired file name and click the OK button. All the logs 
contained in the selected file will be merged with the logs list.

3D Display of a Log

When using the display button, the selected log is graphically displayed. 
If the log has been processed, the products generated from it will appear 
inside the log and the Info button can be used to display details on the 
breakdown of the log. For further explanations, refer to the Products tool 
section.

If the user clicks the display button when a log is selected, the following 
window will appear:

uraraH m aB iB
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Initially, the logs display window presents the small end of the log 
towards the user. To visualize the breakdown process accomplished, the 
user must look at the log with its small end in the foreground. A button 
described later in this section is available to do this.

Description of the Log Display buttons

Here is the list of the buttons that appear in the upper box of the window 
when a log is displayed, and their meaning.

For more details on the positioning effect carried out by the use of these 
buttons, refer to the "Positioning" section in the Sawmill tool.

«X

Rotation of the log around the horizontal axis (X). The end in the 
foreground is moved towards the top of the window and the end in the 
background towards the bottom.

X»

Rotation of the log around the horizontal axis (X). The end in the 
foreground is moved towards the bottom of the window and the end in the 
background towards the top.

«Y

Rotation of the log around the vertical axis (Y). The end in the 
foreground is moved towards the right side of the window and the end in 
the background towards the left side.
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Y»

Rotation of the log around the vertical axis (Y). The end in the 
foreground is moved towards the left side of the window and the end in 
the background towards the right side.

«Z

Rotation of the log around the longitudinal axis (Z). The log is swiveled 
counterclockwise.

Rotation of the log around the longitudinal axis (Z). The log is swiveled 
clockwise.

When the user pushes this button, the rotations (X, Y,Z) applied to the log 
are intermittent and faster but less precise. On the other hand, it help to 
visualize the different rotation movements.

The log is placed in its initial position: the small end in the foreground.

Presents the opposite end of the log by flipping its ends in the display.



Enlargement of the log display. Only an enlarged part of the log will 
appear. To visualize another part of the log, use the scroll presented at 
the bottom and to the right of the window.

Reduction of the log display.

1002

100% of the log is presented within the window. When a display has 
been enlarged / reduced, this button brings it back to the initial display 
without changing its position.

D

Log printing. This button sends the log displayed on the screen to the 
printer. If the log has been processed, the products will be printed. If the 
Info button is pushed down, the results shown at the bottom of the 
window will also be printed.
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•  GRADES

G ra d e s  - 
[N o N a m e ]

The Grades tool defines all the information concerning the target 
products and sub-products. Products are defined according to then- 
dimensions, their qualities and their values per piece ($/pce), while the 
sub-products (chips, sawdust and shavings) are defined according to a 
value per weight unit ($/mT).

To have access to the Grades tool, activate the Grades icon, 
following window will appear:

The

Grades - [d:\optitek\scanm.db]

Values(S/pce)
Products :

2.2225 x 6.9850 x 129.5400 plank 0.1300
2.2225 x 6.9850 x 165.1000 plank 0.3200
2.2225 x 6.9850 x 190.5000 plank 0.3600
2.2225 x 6.9850 x 228.6000 plank 0.4700
2.2225 x 6.9850 x 251.4600 plank 0.5000
2.2225 x 7.3025 x 129.5400 plank 0.1300
2.2225 x 7.3025 x 165.1000 plank 0.3200
2.2225 x 7.3025 x 190.5000 plank 0.3600
2.2225 x 7.3025 x 228.6000 plank 0.4700

Sub-Products
Chip 90.0000 
Sawdust 15.0000 
Shaving 0.0000

Definition^
Value

"Optimize" 
®  Value 
O  Volume
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The window is separated into two parts. The upper part defines the target 
dimension, the wane rules and the values of the target products. The 
lower part defines the value of the sub-products. The choice of the 
optimisation criterion (value or volume) will be explained in the Target 
Products Value section.

Target Products Definition

To have access to the target products production window, click the 
Definition button. The following window will appear:

The definition of the target products consists of listing all the products 
that can be generated in the sawmill and their respective grades. The 
three steps to define the products are: definition of the target dimension 
(thickness, width and length), definition of the applied wane rules and 
creation of the target products by combining dimensions with wane
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rules.

Dimensions Definition

The definition of the dimensions consists of creating a list of all the 
possible thicknesses, widths and lengths that can be produced in the 
sawmill. These dimensions are defined by specifying the real and 
nominal dimensions.

■®’ Note that if the unit of measure is changed when the dimensions are 
defined, the nominal dimensions will be converted, but not 
necessarily into representative values. Thus the user will have to edit 
the nominal dimensions.

To define a dimension (thickness, width or length), click the button 
representing the specific dimension. For example, if the thickness button 
is selected, the following window will appear.

Thicknesses list

Real(cm) Nominal(mm)
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Wane Rules Definition

The definition of the wane rules consists of determining acceptable 
lumber qualities and of combining them into a specific wane rule. In 
order to do this, a wane rule must be defined for each quality that is to be 
processed. Thus, a lumber quality can be specified using the wane rule. 
It is possible to define a classification for thick lumber, using a particular 
name, and to define a classification rule for thin lumber using another 
wane rule name.

To define the wane rules, click the Wane button. The following window 
will appear:

Wane rules

Name
Add

Modify

Edit

Delete

lo *

$
Cancel |

Enter wane rules names

This window lists all the wane rule names that are needed. To create a 
new wane rule, click the Add button. To modify a wane rule definition, 
click the Edit button. When a wane rule name is determined, the next 
input window will appear. This window is used to enter the data which 
defines each grade related to the selected wane rule.
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If a wane rule name is entered and the Add  button is selected, another 
input widow will appear.

This window is used to specify each quality, meaning the acceptable 
wane percentage for the thickness, the width and the length. Each 
numbered line from 0 to 9 represents a quality. The 0 line indicates the 
best quality while the number 9 indicates the worst quality. It is possible 
to define up to 10 grades. To classify the lumber, Optitek will associate 
it with the first acceptable grade, starting with the best.

It is important to note that Optitek does not operate with only one wane 
rule. It is possible to specify a wane rule for thick lumber, and one for 
thin lumber. If needed, it is also possible to define a wane rule for each 
product quality produced.
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Stud
Thickness Width Length

In this example, the classification of the lumber is done according to three 
grades associated with the wane rule named "Stud". The acceptable 
wane for the first quality is 25% of the thickness and the width on 100% 
of the length. The acceptable wane for the second grade is 33% of the 
thickness and the width on 100% of the length. The acceptable wane for 
the worst quality is 50% of the thickness an the width on 100% of the 
length.
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Creating a Product

When the dimensions and the wane rules are defined, it is then possible 
to specify the target products.

To define a product, select the target dimensions and the wane rule name. 
When all the parameters are selected, click the Add  button to add the 
product to the list box. If a product is not needed anymore, click the 
Delete button.

In this example, the product dimensions and the wane rule name have 
been already selected. To add this product to the products list, click the 
Add  button.

Target Product Value

This definition step consists of giving specific values to the target 
products. When Optitek simulates the breakdown, it classifies the



products according to their quality (from 0 to 9). The value associated 
with the target products is taken into account only if the optimization 
criterion is the value ( the criterion is selected in the Grades tool main 
window). If the optimization criterion is the volume, the values 
associated with the products is not taken into account and the 
optimization is based on the production volume performance.

Depending on the wane rules defined by the user, it is possible for a target 
product to be classified using several grades. The user must enter a value 
for each target product grade. If a product is associated with a wane rule 
which has two grades, the user must enter two values, one for each grade.

dimensions wane rule values

To associate values with the various products, select a product and 
default values will be displayed in the editing box located at the top of the 
products list. There will be as many values as there are grades in the 
wane rule associated with the product. The values must be entered in 
decreasing order of quality (from 0 to 9), the best quality appearing on the 
left side of the editing box. After the Value button is pressed, the value(s) 
will be displayed on the line of the selected product in the products list 
box
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Sub-Products Value

The sub-products are: chips, sawdust and shavings. The sub-products 
values must be entered per metric ton ($/mT) or per imperial ton ($/iT) 
according to the selected configuration.

value

To enter a value for a sub-product, first select the sub-product, modify the 
displayed value in the editing box located at the top of the sub-products 
list, and then click the Value button.
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•  PRODUCTS

m

P ro d u c ts  - 
[N oN am e ]

The Products tool displays the production generated by the simulation. 
To display these results, activate the Produits icon. The following 
window will appear.

The processed logs are listed in the upper part of the window. This list 
is similar to the one that appears in the logs tool.

The totals for all the products generated by the breakdown of the 
processed logs are shown in the lower part of the window.

The nominal dimensions of the products are given under the Nominal title 
and the real dimensions which define the products are given under the 
Real title.

The value associated with the quality of the products appears under the
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Grades title.

The value of the products as defined in the Grades tool appears under the 
Value title.

The number of each generated product is found under the Number title.

Under the list box, various volume and value results appear for the 
products and sub-products. The Volume line shows volume results for the 
logs processed and products and sub-products produced. The Value line 
shows the total value of the logs processed, products and sub-products as 
defined in the Grades tool. The Number line shows the number of the 
processed logs and the generated products.

In the list box of the processed logs, it is possible to eliminate the results 
of a processed log from the total results or to graphically display the log's 
breakdown. To eliminate a log from the total results, select the log and 
click the Delete button. The log will disappear from the list and the total 
results will be adjusted. To graphically display the breakdown of a log, 
select the log and click the Display button. The following window will 
appear:



The buttons appearing in the top part of the window are explained in the 
Logs section. The log display window is different because the log has 
been processed. One difference is that the three dimensional display of 
the log also shows the lumber generated by its breakdown. Another 
difference is that two buttons are added to the display buttons in the top 
part of the window.

Displays the production generated by the breakdown of the 
displayed log.

Displays the logs one at a time if a stem has been processed and 
is displayed.

Here is an example of a display when the Info button is selected.



•  REPORTS

R e p o rts  - 
[NüName]

The Reports tool generates a complete report listing all the data entered 
by the user and the results of a simulation. The report is automatically 
adapted to the configuration of the units of measure selected in the Logs 
and Grades tools.

It is important to note that the report displays the results of a simulation 
which has been carried out. To have a proper copy of the report, the user 
must first save the report under a specific name, then load in a word 
processing or worksheet software. This method also has the avantage of 
facilitating further formatting of the generated report.

Warning:

When the report is generated, it is displayed as long as the user does not 
modify the configuration of the simulation project. It is recommended to 
save the simulation report each time that the user attaches importance to 
the results of the current breakdown.
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When the R ep o r t is activated, the following window will appear:

- Part "A": This part lists all the data entered for the simulation.
It consists of three optional sub-reports which 
describe the processed logs and the target production. 
It is possible to select each sub-report by clicking the 
check box next to it with the mouse. In the box 
besides the sub-report, an "X" in the check box 
indicates that the sub-report is selected and that it will 
be displayed in the report.

- Part "B": This part lists the results obtained by the breakdown
of the specific logs. It consists of three sub-reports 
which describe the products and sub-products 
generated by the simulation as well as the various 
value and volume performance results.

- Part "C": This part has three buttons. The lower button defines
the logs classification type used when the report is 
generated, the middle button defines the species 
included in the logs set and the top button generates 
a report. The displayed data depend on the various 
sub-reports selected beforehand.
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Generation of a report:
The four steps to generate a report are:

1- Defining the species
2- Defining the classes
3- Selecting the sub-reports
4- Generating a report when the simulation is carried out

1- Species Definition:

When the user defines the species, he must specify the species included 
in the logs set to be processed and the density of each species. These 
specifications establish the weight and the value of the sub-products 
(chips, sawdust and shavings).

To define the species, press the Species button. The following window 
will appear:

When the window appears, just enter the name of each specie included on 
the logs set to be processed, specify its proportion in the logs set and its 
density. The total of all percentages must equal 100%. The densities can 
be defined according to the anhydrous mass or to the humid mass as long 
as they correspond to the sub-products values entered in the Grades tool.
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The species definition is the first item in the report. If the species are not 
defined by the user, the report indicates zero and OPTITEK will not 
consider any sub-products values.

In the following example, the report contains some species and densities 
already defined. The number of defined species as well as the percentage 
and the density corresponding to each species are indicated.

*************** Species and Densities * * * * * * * * * * * *  

Number^ 2
Specie Percent Density

(%) (kg/m3)
pine 50.00 430.0000

spruce 50.00 410.0000
Mean 420.0000**************************************************

Note that if the sub-products are defined using the metric unit of measure 
in the Grades tool, the density will be defined in kg/m3 in the species 
definition window. If the sub-products are defined with the imperial unit 
of measure, the density will be defined in lb/ft3.

2- Classes Definition:

The classes definition groups together the logs having parameters located 
in an interval defined by the user. A classification can be defined 
according to the length, the sweep, the taper, and the small diameter. It 
is also possible not to define a classification so that every log belongs to 
its own class.

If stems have been processed, the user can choose to classify stems or 
logs generated from the processed stems. If stem classification is 
selected, every part of the processed stems, including logs rejected at the 
slasher (minimum length), will be compiled in the report. If log 
classification is selected, only the logs generated by the slasher that were 
not rejected (minimum length) will be compiled in the report.
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If the C la sses  button is pressed, the following window will appear:

Dimensions classes
Minimum Name 

(cm)_______

20.0000 >=20
10.0000 >=10
0.0000 >=0

Enter minimum dimensions and names

®  Diam O Swp O None ®  Stem
O Lngt O Tpr O Log

The user must select the classification type before defining the classes. 
To define a class, enter its minimun breakpoint and give it a specific 
name. It is important to enter the classes breakpoints in decreasing order.

The unit of measure applied to the classes is automatically adjusted to the 
unit of measure selected in the Logs tool.

The classes definition is the second item displayed in a report. If the 
classes are not defined by the user, the report indicates zero for each 
class. The following example corresponds to the above window. The 
number of the classes, the classification type and the minimun breakpoint 
corresponding to each class name are displayed.

************ Dimension classes 
Number= 3
Classification= Diameter 

Class MinDim 
(cm)

> =20  2 0 . 0 0 0 0  
>=10 10.0000 

>=0 0 .0 0 0 0
*•*••*••*•**•*••*•****•*•**•*:**•*•*** + •*•**■*■•*•**

***■*•■*•*••*•■*•

■*••*•*•*•■*••*■•*• +
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3-  Sub-Report Selection:

As mentioned before, it is possible to have several sub-reports within one 
report. To select a sub-report, click the chosen sub-report. An "X" will 
appear in the corresponding box.

4- Generating a Report When the Simulation is 
Carried Out:

After the previous steps are completed, click the Generate button to have 
the final report generated and displayed.

The description of the various tabulated results in the simulation report 
uses an example in which the raw material (in the Logs tool) is defined 
using the metric system while the target production (in the Grades tool) 
is defined using the imperial system.

Description of the sub-reports on the data:

There are three data sub-reports: the sub-report including the logs data, 
the sub-report including the products data and the sub-report including the 
sub-products data.

Logs Data Sub-Report:

In this sub-report, a log or a log class is described using the small end 
diameter, the large end diameter, the sweep, the taper, the length and the 
volume. The units of measure used in the sub-report depend on the ones 
selected in the Logs tool.
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*********** L o g s  c i s t s  * ***************** ************************ *********************** *
Class AvgDse AvgDle AvgSwp AvgTap AvgLgt AvgVol Nbr NbrPct VolPct

(cm) ( cm) (cm/m) (cm/m) (m) (dm3) (%) (%)
>=20 23.00 28.48 1.29 1.97 2.79 127.10 i 20.00 45.43
>=10 13.50 17.79 0.40 1.55 2.78 55.29 2 40.00 39.52
>=0 8.68 11.40 0.41 1.01 2.72 21.05 2 40.00 15.05

Mean 13.47 17.37 0.58 1.42 2.76 55.95 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Total xxxxxx X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 279.76 5 100.00 100.00
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' . 1r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A B c D E F G H I J

Column-A-:
(Class)

The name of the logs class or of an induvidual log if 
no classification has been defined by the user when 
configuring the classes report.

Column-B-:
(AvgDse)

The average of the small end diameter of the logs 
included in the class.

Column-C-:
(AvgDle)

The average of the large end diameter of the logs 
included in the class.

Column-D-: The average sweep of the logs included in the class.
(AvgSwp)

Column -E-: The average taper of the logs included in the class.
(AvgTap)

Column-F-: The average length of the logs included in the class.
(AvgLgt)

Column-G-: The average volume of the logs included in the class.
(AvgVol)

Column-H-: The number of logs included in the class.
(Nbr)

Column-I-: The proportion of the number of logs in the class to
(NbrPct) the total number of logs processed. If no

classification is defined, each log will have an equal 
proportion.
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Column-J - : The proportion of the volume of the logs in the
(VolPct) class to the total volume of the logs processed.

M ean: The mean of the various description parameters
of the logs included in the classes is displayed at the 
bottom of the table. The calculation of the values 
is weighted according to the number of logs included 
in each class. A class having a large number of logs 
will significantly modify the calculated means.

Total: The total is calculated for the following culumns:
the volume (G), the number of logs (H), the classes 
volume (I), number (J) and proportions.

Products Data Sub-Report:

The sub-report on the products data describes the target products in terms 
of dimensions (real and nominal), qualities (wane rules) and values 
($/piece).

The products qualities description consists of briefly describing the wane 
tolerance defined by the user for each product category.

*■*•■*•■*••*•■*••*••*••*•* * * * * *  Wane rules •*••*•■*••*■•*•*•*• +
Name Grade ThcPct WthPct LgtPct

(%) (%) (%)
dimensio 0 25.00 25.00 100.00

1 33.33 50.00 100.00
2 50.00 50.00 100.00
3 75.00 25.00 100.00
4 99.00 75.00 100.00

planche 0 50.00 50.00 100.00
1 75.00 75.00 100.00

•*••*■•*•*■*••*••*•■*••*••*■ + •*•*•*••*••*• + •*■•*•**■ *■ ***■ ***■ *****■ *** •*•*■**■•*••*•★•*■•

A B c D E

Column-A-: The wane rule's name created by the user.
(Name)
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Column-B-: The various sawing qualities defined for each rule.
(Grades)

Column-C-: The wane tolerance on the thickness for each
(ThcPct) sawing quality defined by the user.

Column-D-: The wane tolerance on the width for each sawing
(WthPt) quality defined by the user.

Column-E-: The wane tolerance on the length for each sawing
(LgtPct) quality defined by the user.

* * * * * * * **** products and Values * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

real nominal
Thck Wdth Lngt Thck Wdth Lngt 0 1 2 ___  9
(in) ( in ) (in) (in) (in) (ft) ($) ($) ($) —  ($)

0.875 2.750 51.000 1.000 3.000 4.000 0.13 0.10 xxxxxx
65.000 5.000 0.32 0.20 xxxxxx .... xxxxxx
75.000 6.000 0.36 0.25 xxxxxx
90.000 7.000 0.47 0.28 xxxxxx .... xxxxxx
99.000 8.000 0.50 0.33 xxxxxx

0.875 2.875 51.000 1.000 3.000 4.000 0.13 0.10 xxxxxx .... xxxxxx
65.000 5.000 0.32 0.20 xxxxxx
75.000 6.000 0.36 0.25 xxxxxx ...
90.000 7.000 0.47 0.28 xxxxxx
99.000 8.000 0.50 0.33 xxxxxx ....... xxxxxx

************************** *************************************************+++++++*********+*++

A B C

Column- A-: 
(Real)

The real thickness, width and length of each 
product.

Column-B-:
(Nominal)

The nominal thickness, width and length of each 
product.

Column-C-:
(0,1,2...9)

The value of the target products per dimension and 
quality.
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Sub-products Data Sub-Report:

This sub-report displays the chips, sawdust and shavings values in dollars 
per metric ton ($/mT) or in dollars per imperial ton (S/iT) depending on 
the unit of measure selected in the Grades tool.

•*••*•*■*•■*•**■*• + *•*!• Sub-products data
Name Value

$/mT
Chips 90.00

Sawdust 15.00
Shavings 0.00

A B

Column-A-: The type of the sub-product.
(Name)

Column-B-: The value of the sub-product type in
(Value) dollars per metric ton ($/mT) or in dollars per imperial

ton ($/iT).

Results sub-reports:

This part of the report describes the simulation results with three sub
reports giving a detailed description of the products, the sub-products and 
the various performances resulting from the breakdown of the logs.

Products Results Sub-Report:

This sub-report lists the number of pieces of each dimension and quality 
produced by the breakdown of the logs.

The units of measure are automatically adapted to the units of measure 
selected in the Grades tool.



************ Products results ******** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

real nominal
Thck Wdth Lngt Thck Wdth Lngt 0 1 2
(in) (in) (in) (in) ( in ) (ft) Nb Nb Nb ...... Nb

0.875 2.750 51.000 1.000 3.000 4 .000 0 0 xxxxxx ...... 0
65.000 5.000 1 0 xxxxxx ...... 1
75.000 6.000 0 0 xxxxxx ...... 0
90.000 7.000 0 0 xxxxxx ...... 0
99.000 8.000 0 0 xxxxxx ...... 0

Total 1 0 xxxxxx ...... 1
0.875 3.750 51.000 1.000 4 . 0 0 0 4 .000 1 0 xxxxxx ...... 1

65.000 5.000 0 2 xxxxxx ...... 2
75.000 6.000 0 0 xxxxxx ...... 0
90.000 7.000 0 0 xxxxxx ...... 0
99.000 8.000 2 0 xxxxxx ...... 2

Total 3 2 xxxxxx ...... 5

Total 11 5 1 ...... 17
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A B c D

Column-A-: The real thickness, width and length of the products,
(real)

Column-B-: The nominal thickness, width and length of the
(nominal) products.

Column-C-: The number of pieces of each dimension and quality
(0,1,2...9) produced by the breakdown of the logs.

Column-D-: The total number of the specific target products of
(Total) all qualities generated by the simulation.

Total: The " total " line of each products group (eg: l"x 5")
adds up the number of pieces of each quality 
generated by the simulation. The " total " line at the 
bottom of the table adds up, by quality, all the target 
products obtained from the simulation.
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Sub-Products Results Sub-Report:

This sub-report gives weight and proportion results on the chips, sawdust 
and shavings produced. The units of measure are adapted to the units of 
measure selected in the Grades tool.

* * * * * * * * * *  Sub-products results * * * * *

Chips
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Sawdust
* * * * *

Total
Class Wt wt/Vlg Wt/lg % lg Wt Wt/Vlg Wt/lg % lg Wt Wt/Vlg Wt/lg % lg

( kg ) (kg/m3) (kg/lg) (%) (kg) (kg/m3) (kg/lg) (%) ( kg ) (kg/m3) (kg/lg) (%)
>=20 23.72 186.80 23.72 44.5 5.90 46.48 5.90 11.1 . . . 29.62 233.28 29.62 55.5
>=10 16.74 151.71 8.37 36.1 6.17 55.88 3.08 13.3 ... 22.91 207.58 11.45 49.4To\00oIIA 212.42 4.47 50.6 1.34 31.87 0.67 7.6 ... 10.28 244.29 5.14 58.2
Mean
Tot 49.40

176.80 9.88 42.1 47.99
13.41

2.68 11.4
62.80

224.79 12.56 53.5

* + ***■*••*•*•*••*••*•**•*••*•■*■•*•■*••*•*••*•*■*■*■*•■*••*• + •*■•*•** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A
• ••• ______________

F

Column-A-: The name of the class created by the user or the name
(Class) of the log if no classification is defined or if the log

does not fit in any class.

Column-B-: The total weight of the sub-product generated by the
(Wt) breakdown of the logs in the class.

Column-C-: The weight of the sub-products per volume of log in
(Wt/Vlg) the class.

Column-D-: The weight of the sub-product per log in the class.
(Wt/lg)

Column-E-: The proportion of the raw material converted into
(%lg) the sub-product.

Column-F-: The total of all sub-products generated in each
(Total) class.

Mean: The means displayed at the bottom of the table are
weighted according to the volume of the logs in each 
class (columns C and E) and according to the number 
of logs in each class (column D).
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Total 
(Tot Wt)

The last line of the table shows the total weight of 
each sub-product generated for all the logs processed.

Performance Results Sub-Report:

There are four performance sub-reports: the volume performance, the 
value performance, the performance summary and the inverted 
performance.

************** Volume performance ********************************** ***************

Class Tot Nb Nb/lg
Pieces
Nb/Vlg Tot Vnm Vnm/lg

Sawing
Vnm/Vlg Tot Vrl Vrl/lg

Material
Vrl/Vlg

(nb) (nb/lg) (nb/m3) ( fbm) (fbm/lg) (fbm/m3) (dm3) (dm3/lg) (%)
>=20 6 6.00 47.25 29.33 29.33 231.02 56.57 56.57 44.6
>=10 8 4.00 72.50 28.67 14.33 259.78 56.03 28.02 50.8
>=0 3 1.50 71.32 9.25 4.62 219.89 17.62 8.81 41.9

Mean
Total
•*••*••*•*•■*•■*•*

17
* * * * * * * *

3.40
* * * * * * * * *

60.85
* * * * * * * * *

13.45 240.70
67.25

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
130.23

* * * * * * * * *

26.05

* * * * * * * * *

46.6
* * * * * * * *

A B c D E F G H I

The volume performance describes the lumber productivity in terms of 
the number of pieces, the nominal volume and the real volume.

The units of measure are adapted to the ones selected by the user in the 
Logs and Grades tools.

Column-A-: The number of pieces generated in the class.
(Tot Nb)

Column-B-: The average number of pieces generated per log in
(Nb/lg) the class. This value is obtained by dividing the total

number of pieces in the class by the number of the 
logs in the class.

Column-C-: The average number of pieces per volume of log.
(Nb/Vlg) This value is obtained by dividing the total number of

pieces generated in the class by the total volume of the 
logs in the class.
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Column-D-: 
(Tot Vnm)

Column-E-:
(Vnm/lg)

Column-F-:
(Vnm/Vlg)

Column-G-: 
(Tot Vrl)

Column-H-:
(Vrl/lg)

Column-I-: 
(V rl/Vlg)

Mean:

Total

The total nominal volume of the pieces generated in 
the class.

The average nominal volume of the pieces generated 
in the class. It is the total nominal volume divided by 
the number of logs in the class.

The average nominal volume per volume of log in the 
class. It is the total nominal volume divided by the 
total volume of all the logs in the class.

The total real volume of the pieces generated in the
class.

The average real volume per volume of log in the 
class. It is the total real volume divided by the 
total volume of all the logs in the class.

The average real volume per volume of log in the 
class.

The means displayed at the bottom of the table are 
weighted by the number of logs in each class (columns 
B,E et H) and by the volume of the logs in each class 
(columns C,F et I).

The total line at the bottom of the table (columns A, 
D et G) are results including the logs of all classes.
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*************** Value performance ***-**'*'*'**-V**'**** + -*' + + * + * *+ -* * * * * * * * * -* * * * * * * * * *  + + + + -fr + * * * '* '* * * * * * * * '* * * *
Sawing Chips Total

Class TotVal Val/lg Val/Vlg Val/Vnm TotVal Val/lg
(S) ($/lg> ($/m3) ($/MBM) ($) (5/lg)

>=20 12.29 12.29 96.79 418.98 2.13 2.13
>=10 10.45 5.22 94.70 364.53 1.51 0.75
>=0 2.30 1.15 54.68 248.65 0.80 0.40

Mean 5.01 89.62 372.34 0.89
Total 25.04 4.45
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *r * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A B c D E F

Val/Vlg Val/Vnm .... TotVal Val/lg Val/Vlg Val/Vnm
(5/m3) ($/MBM) .... ($) ($/lg) ($/m3) ( $/MBM)
16.81 72.78 --- 14.51 14.51 114.30 494.77
13.65 52.56 --- 12.05 6.02 109.19 420.32
19.12 86.94 .... 3.12 1.56 74.27 337.76
15.91 66.11 ___ 5.94 106.25 441.44

29.69
**************************************************

G H I

The value performance table describes the value of the products and sub
products generated by the simulation. It also describes the monetary 
value generated by the production of 1000 fbm (1MBM) of lumber.

The units of measure depend on the ones selected by the user in the
Grades et Logs tools

Column-A-: 
(Tot Val)

Column-B-:
(Val/lg)

Column-C-:
(Val/Vlg)

Column-D-:
(Val/Vnm)

Column-E-: 
(Tot Val)

The total value of the lumber produced in the class.

The average value of the lumber produced in the class. 
It is the total value of the lumber in the class divided 
by the number of logs in the class.

The average value of the lumber produced per logs 
unit of volume in the class. It is the total value 
of the lumber in the class divided by the total volume 
of all the logs in the class.

The average value of the lumber per nominal 
volume produced in the class. It is the total value of 
the lumber divided by its total nominal volume. (Note 
that the abbreviation "fbm" means feet board measure 
and "MBM"means 1000 fbm.)

The total value of the sub-product generated in this 
class.
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•*••*••*••*■*•*■

Class

>=20
>=10

>=0
Mean
Total

*•*••*•*"*•*

Column-F-:
(Val/lg)

Column-G-:
(Val/Vlg)

Column-H-:
(Val/Vnm)

Column-I-:
(Total)

Mean:

Total:

The average value of the sub-product generated 
per log in the class. It is the total value of the sub
product divided by the number of logs in the class.

The average value of the sub-product generated 
per log unit of volume in the class. It is the total value 
of the sub-product divided by the total volume of the 
logs in the class.

The sub-product value generated by the production 
of a fixed nominal volume of the lumber. It is the 
sub-product total value divided by the total nominal 
volume obtained in the class.

The sum of the lumber and sub-products value 
performance in the class.

The means displayed at the bottom of the table are 
weighted by the number of logs in the class (columns 
B and F), the logs volume in the class (columns C and 
G) and by the nominal volume generated in the class 
(columns D and H). The means of the I columns are 
weighted identically to the ones of the previous 
columns.

The last line of the table presents the product and 
sub-products total values for all the logs in the class.

* * * * * * * *  Summary performance * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Log Sawing
Value Volume Value Volume Value
($) (dm3) (%) ($) (dm3) (%) (?)

14.51 127.10 100.0 12.29 56.57 44.5 2.13
12.05 110.58 100.0 10.45 56.03 50.7 1.51
3.12 42.09 100.0 2.30 17.62 41.9 0.80

11.83 107.77 100.0 10.06 50.49 46.5 1.69
29.69 279.76 25.04 130.23 4.45

•*•** + ** + *■*••*••*•■*•**•*••*•*•*•**•*•*■*••*••*•*•■*•**•■*•*••*••*•**■*■**•*••*•*•*• + ■*••*• 
Chips Sawdust Shavings

Volume Value Volume Value Volume
(dm3) (%) ($) (dm3) (%) ($) (dm3) (%)
56.47 44.4 0.09 14.05 11.1 0.00 0.00 0.0
39.86 36.0 0.09 14.68 13.3 0.00 0.00 0.0
21.28 50.5 0.02 3.19 7.6 0.00 0.00 0.0
44.61 42.0 0.08 12.67 11.4 0.00 0.00 0.0

117.61 0.20 31.92 0.00 0.00
• A - * * - * ' * * * * - * ' * * * * * * * * - * * + **** + ****•* + ■*•*•*••*•■*•■*•*** + ** + •*••*•**•*• + *•*•** + *••*•**************■*•***•*•************•*■*
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The summary performance table gives the simulation results in terms of 
material recuperation and value. The target production (lumber) and sub
products (chips, sawdust and shavings) are considered separately and then 
merged (log).

The units of measure depend on the ones selected by the user in the Logs 
and Grades tool.

Column- A-: 
(Value)

The total value of the logs in the class, including 
the value of the products and sub-products generated 
by the breakdown.

Column-B-:
(Volume)

The total volume of the logs in the class.

Column-C-:
(%)

This column always displays 100%. It represents the 
sum of the volume proportions of the logs in the class 
that has been converted into products and sub
products.

Column-D-:
(Value)

The total value of the lumber generated in the class.

Column-E-:
(Volume)

The total real volume of the lumber generated in the 
class.

Column-F-:
(%)

The ratio between the real volume of the lumber in 
the class and the total volume of the logs in this class.

Column-G-:
(Value)

The total value of the sub-products in the class.

Column-H-:
(Volume)

The total volume of the sub-products in the class.
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Column-I-:
(%)

The ratio between the total volume of the sub-products 
generated in the class and the total volume of the logs 
in this class.

Mean: The means displayed at the bottom of the table are 
weighted by the logs volume in each class.

Total: The last line of the table presents the total results 
of all the logs processed.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  inverted performance * * * * * * * * * * *

Sawing Chips Sawdust Shavings
Class Vlg/Vnm Wt/Vnm Wt/Vnm Wt/Vnm

(m3/MBM) (mT/MBM) (mT/MBM) (mT/MBM)
>=20 4.33 0.81 0.20 0.00
>=10 3.86 0.58 0.22 0.00
>=0 4.55 0.97 0.14 0.00

Mean 4.16 0.73 0.20 0.00
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A B

This table displays the simulation results in terms of inverted 
performance. They are expressed on the basis of the fixed nominal 
volume production of 1 m3 or of 1000 fbm of lumber.

The adopted units of measure depend on the ones selected by the user in
the Logs and Grades tool.

Column-A-: 
(Vlg/Vnm)

Column-B-:
(Wt/Vnm)

The log volume necessary for the production 
of the fixed nominal volume of lumber described. It 
is calculated by dividing the total volume of logs in the 
class by the total nominal volume of the lumber 
produced in this class.

The weight of the sub-products generated by the 
production of the fixed nominal volume of the lumber 
described. It is calculated by dividing the total weight 
of the sub-product in the class by the total nominal 
volume of the lumber produced in the class.
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•  SCENARIOS
In the following pages, five different scenarios are described. These 
scenarios are examples which will help the user become familiar with the 
various OPTITEK software tools within the windows environment. These 
examples are presented according to their complexity, from the most 
simplest to the most complex. To use the examples, start from the general 
window which contains all the OPTITEK software tools.

Here are the steps used to create a simulation project:

1- Target Production Definition
2- Raw Material Definition
3- Sawmill Configuration
4- Simulation and visualization of the results

SCENARIO 1
Problem definition: produce pieces of wood whose nominal dimensions 
are 2" x 4" x 8' (the real dimensions are 1.75" x 3.75" x 96") by 
processing a log having a 25 cm diameter, a 250 cm length, and having no 
taper and no sweep. A perfectly circular cylinder is chosen in order to 
simplify the breakdown and to have a good visualization of it.

1 - Target Product Definition

- Activate the Grades tool.
- Click the arrow * to enlarge the window.

Selection of the unit of measure

- Click the Tool item from the menu bar.
- Click the Configure item from the Tool menu.
- Select Imperial in the Product box in the configuration dialog.
- Click the OK button.
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Dimensions and Wane Rules Definition

- Click the Definition button. 

Thickness Definition

- Click the Thickness button.
Enter the real and nominal dimensions, using a space 
between the two:
1.75 2

rc^The 1.75 and 2 numbers represent respectively the real 
and nominal dimensions in inches.

- Click the Add  button.
- Click the OK button.

Width Definition

- Click the Width button.
Enter the real and nominal dimensions, using a space 
between the two:
3.75 4

«^“The 3.75 and 4 numbes represent respectively the real 
and nominal dimensions in inches.

- Click the Add button.
- Click the OK button.

Length Definition

- Click the Length button.
Enter the real and nominal dimensions, using a space 
between the two:
96 8

t^The 96 and 8 numbers represent respectively the real and 
nominal dimensions in inches and feet respectively.

- Click the Add button.
- Click the OK buton.
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Wane Rules Definition

- Click the Wane button.
Enter a specific name:
"Stud"

- Click the Add  button.
- Enter the acceptable wane values, using a space between

each of them:
50 50 100

c®This mean that the acceptable wane is 50% of the 
thickness and the width on 100% of the length.

- Click the Add  button.
- Click the OK button.
- Click the OK button one more time.

Create a Product

- Click the 1.75 measure in the Thickness window.
- Click the 3.75 measure in the Width window.
- Click the 96 measure in the Length window.
- Click the "Stud" name in the Wane window.
- Click the Add  button.
- Click the OK button.

c^The product is created and added to the products list.

Assign a value to a product

- Select the product line in the list.
- Enter the product value:

2.33
The value for the 2" x 4" x 8' grade zero product is
$2.33/each.

- Press the Enter <-■ key.
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Assign values to sub-products

- Select the Chips line at the bottom of the window.
- Enter the chips value:

90
- Press the Enter «-■ key.
- Enter the Sawdust value:

15
- Press the Enter «-J key.

^T hese values are used for calculating the sub-products results. 
They represent the sub-products value in dollars per metric ton 
(the raw material density must be specified in the Report tool).

Save the products

To save the data in the Grades tool, click the Save item in the 
Tool menu.
- Enter the file name which contains the products data: 

product l.db
- Click the OK button.

2 - Raw Material Definition

- Activate the Logs icon.
- Click the arrow * to enlarge the window.

Artificial Log Definition

- Click the Arti button.
- Press the TAB key twice.
- Enter a specific name for the log: 

"Straightjog"
- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the length: 250
- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the large diameter: 25
- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the small diameter: 25



- Click the OK  button.
“̂ The artificial log named "Straight log" is now created. This 

log has a 25 cm diameter and a 250 length.

Save the Logs

To save the Logs tool data, click the Save item in the Tool 
menu.
- Enter the file name which contains the logs data: 

logl.log
- Click the OK button.

- Activate the Reports icon.
- Click the arrow * to enlarge the window.

Species Definition

- Click the Species button.
- Enter the following values: 

spruce 100 410
- Click the Add  button.
- Click the OK button.
^ T h e  entered values indicates that 100% of the raw material 
is spruce and that its density is 410 kg/m3.

Save the species

To save the Reports tool data, click the Save item in the Tool 
menu.
- Enter the file name which contains the report data: 

report l.rpt
- Click the OK button.
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3 - Sawmill Configuration

- Activate the Sawmill icon.
- Click the arrow * to enlarge the window.

Default machine-centers appear in the window. Move these 
machine-centers in order to have more space to put new machine- 
centers.

- Click the upper part of the SOTA icon (next to the SOTA name).
- Without releasing the mouse button, move the SOTA icon 

completly towards the right.
- Release the mouse button.
- Do the same with the WACH and the INSP icons.

Selection of the unit of measure

- Click the Tool item from the menu bar.
- Click the Configure item in the Tool menu.
- Select Imperial in the configuration dialog.
- Click the OK button.

Twin Bands Configuration

- Click the TWBA button in the left part of the window.
- Move the TWBA to the right of the FEED icon.
- Click in the middle of the TWBA icon.
- Click the Configure item in the icon menu.

Positioning type Selection

- Without releasing the mouse button, select the "Null 
Center" in the positioning type.

- Move the mouse to the positioning type:
"Sweep Up, Split Taper"

- Release the mouse button.

Cutting Type Selection

- Without releasing the mouse button, select the "Null
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Center" line in the cutting type.
- Move the mouse to the cutting type:

"Openings Sets"
- Release the mouse button.
- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the value of the saw kerf thickness:

.15
- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the opening value:

3.75
- Click the Add button.
- Click the OK button.
- Click the OK button one more time.

[®This machine-center receives a log and produces a 
3.75" centered cant within the log.

Links Between the TWBA and the Other Machine-Centers

- Click the outflow button of the FEED icon.
- Click the inflow button of the TWBA icon.
- Click the upper outflow button of the TWBA icon.
- Click the inflow button of the WACH icon.
- Repeat the 2 last steps with the lower outflow button of the 

TWBA icon.
c^The slabs are sent to the waste chipper.

Bull Edger Configuration

- Click the BUED button in the left part of the window.
- Move the BUED icon to the right of the TWBA icon, making 

sure the upper and lower outflow buttons of the TWBA icon 
are not hidden so that you can see the links between the icons.

- Click the middle of the BUED icon.
- Click the Configure item in the icon menu.
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Positioning Type Selection

- Select the positioning type:
"Previous Face, Split Taper"

- Click the OK button.

Cutting Type Selection

- Select the cutting type:
"Centered Openings Set"

- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the value of the saw kerf thickness:

0.15
- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the number of saws:

6
- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the value of the opening between the saws:

1.75
- Click the Add button.
- Click the OK button.
- Click the OK button one more time.

«^This machine-center receives and converts a board into 
seven pieces of which five pieces are 1.75" in 
thickness and the two others are sent to the waste 
chipper.

Links Between the BUED and the other Machine-Centers

- Click the middle outflow button of the TWBA icon.
- Click the inflow button of the BUED icon.
^ T h e  cant produced by the twin bands is sent to the bull 

edger.
- Link the upper and lower outflow buttons of the BUED to the 

inflow button of the WACH icon.
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End Trimmer Configuration

- Click the TRIM button.
- Click the ENTR button.
- Move the ENTR icon to the right of the BUED icon.
- Click the middle of the ENTR icon.
- Click the Configure item in the icon menu.

Positioning Type Selection

- Select the following positioning type:
"Center of Piece at Origin"

- Click the OK button.

Cutting Type Selection

- Select the following cutting type:
"Openings Set"

- Enter the opening value:
96

- Click the Add button.
- Click the OK button.
- Click the OK button one more time.

•t^This machine-center fixes the length of the incoming 
pieces at 96" (8').

Links between the ENTR and the others machine-centers

- Click the middle outflow button of the BUED icon.
- Click the inflow button of the ENTR icon.
- Link the upper and lower outflow buttons of the ENTR 

to the inflow button of the WACH icon.
- Move the SOT A to the right of the ENTR icon.
- Link the middle outflow button of the ENTR to the inflow 

button of the SOTA icon.
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Save the Sawmill data

To save the Sawmill tool data, click the Save item of the Tool 
menu.
- Enter the file name which will contain the Sawmill data: 

sawmill l.lyt
- Click the OK button.

Save the Project Data

- Click the Save item of the Project menu.
- Enter the project name: 

scenal.sim
- Click the OK button.
- Enter the report name: 

report l.rpt
- Click the OK button.

4- Simulation and visualization of results

- Click the Window menu, then click the Logs item.
- Click the arrow * to enlarge the window.
- In the list, select the line which defines the log.
- Click the Project menu, then click the Process sub-menu 

and finally click the Log item.
- Wait for the simulation to complete.
- Click the Display button in the Logs window.
- Click the Info button at the upper right of the display window.
- If needed, enlarge the window to visualize all the data at the bottom 

of the window.
The following window should be displayed:
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The breakdown pattern is displayed in the upper part of the window. The 
number of produced pieces including their real and nominal dimensions, 
their grades and their values are displayed in the lower part of the 
window. The sub-products volume and value results, the number of 
processed logs and the total number of produced pieces are also displayed 
in the lower part of the window.
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SCENARIO 2
This scenario improves the performance of the first scenario. The user 
must be familiar with the Windows environment. Scenario 2 does not 
describe all the steps in as many details as the previous one. To get the 
details, the user must refer to the first scenario.

Problem definition: improve the performance of the first scenario with 
the recovery of the two slabs generated by the first breakdown.

Sawmill Modification

- Activate the Sawmill icon.
- Click the arrow * to enlarge the window.

Resaw Configuration

- Click the HORE in the left part of the window.
- Move the HORE icon under the BUED icon.
- Click in the middle of the HORE icon.
- Click the Configure item.

The message "The production will be deleted" will appear.
- Click the OK button.

Positioning Type Selection

- Select the positioning type: 
"Previous Face, Split Taper"

- Click the OK buton.

Cutting Type Selection

- Select the cutting type: 
"Openings Set"
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- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the value of the saw kerf:

.15
- Press the TAB key.
- Enter the opening value:

1.75
- Click the Add  button.
- Click the OK button.
- Click the OK button one more time.

Links Between the TWBA and the Hore Machine-Centers

- Link the upper and lower outflow buttons of the TWBA to the 
inflow button of the HORE icon.

Edger Configuration

- Click the EDGE in the left part of the window.
- Move the EDGE icon to the right of the HORE icon.
- Click in the middle of the EDGE icon.
- Click the Configure item.

Positioning Type Selection

- Select the following positioning type: 
"Previous Position"

- Click the OK button.

Cutting Type Selection

- Select the following cutting type: 
"Centered Opening Set"

- Press the TAB key.
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- Enter the value of the saw kerf:
.15

- Press the TAB key twice.
- Enter the opening value:

3.75
- Click the Add  button.
- Click the OK button.
- Click the OK button one more time.

Links Between the HORE and the EDGE and the Other 
Machine-Centers

- Link the lower outflow button of the HORE icon to the inflow
button of the WACH icon.

- Link the upper outflow button of the HORE icon to the inflow
button of the EDGE icon.

- Link the upper and lower outflow buttons of the EDGE icon
to the inflow button of the WACH icon.

- Link the middle outflow button of the EDGE icon to the 
inflow button of the ENTR icon.

Save the Sawmill data

To save the modifications, click the Save item of tool menu.
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Simulation and Visualization of the results

- Select the line which represents the log in the Logs tool list.
- Click the Log item in the Process sub-menu of the Project menu.
- Click the Display button in the Logs window.
- Click the Info button in the upper right part of the Display window.
- If needed, enlarge the window to visualize the data in the bottom 

of the window.
- The following window should be displayed:

The display shows that the performance has been improved. In scenario 
3, the volume performance will be improved even more by processing 
2" x 6" pieces within the slabs.
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SCENARIO 3
This scenario is the continuation of the second scenario. Other changes 
are needed such as the modification of the Sawmill tool and the addition 
of a target product.

Problem Definition: improve the performance of the previous scenario 
by creating a new product and by modifying the EDGE machine-center.

Target Products Modification

- Activate the Grades icon.
- Click the arrow * to enlarge the window.

Addition of a New Product

- Click the Definition button.
The message "the production will be deleted" will appear.

- Click the OK button.

New Product Definition

- Click the Width button.
- Click the OK button when the following message 

appears:
"Are the products still valid?"

- Enter the new measures:
5.75 6

- Click the Add button.
- Click the OK button.
- Click successively the dimensions to create the following 

piece:
1.75 x 5.75 x 96 Stud

- Click the Add button.
- Click the OK button.



Assign a Value to the New Product

- Click the new product line.
- Enter the product value:

2.80
- Press the Enter «-J key.

Save the products

To save the modifications, click the Save item in the Tool menu.

Sawmill Modification

- Activate the Sawmill icon.
- Click the arrow *■ to enlarge the window.

Modification of the Edger Configuration

- Click in the middle of the EDGE icon.
- Click the Configure item in the icon menu.

Addition of an Opening in the cutting type

- Click the cutting type already selected:
"Centered Openings Set"

- Press the TAB key twice.
- Enter the following opening:

5.75
- Click the Add button.
A 6" opening is added so that 6" wide pieces can be 
produced.
- Click the OK button.
- Click the OK button one more time.
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Save the Sawmill data

To save the modifications, click the Save item in the Tool menu.

Simulation and Visualization of the results

- Select the line which represents the log in the Logs tool list.
- Click the Logs item in the Process sub-menu in the Project menu.
- Click the Display button in the Logs window.
- Click the Info button in the upper right part of the Display window.
- If needed, enlarge the window to visualize the data in the bottom 

of the window.
- The following window should be displayed:

Two openings were available for the EDGE: a 5.75" and a 3.75" 
openings. OPTITEK had tested the two openings and has chosen to 
produce 2"x 6" pieces because the value given to this product in the
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Grades tool is greater than the value given to the 2" x 4". 
value for the 2" x 4" greater than the one given to the 2" x 6 
the same log to see the optimization effects.

Now enter a 
" and process

Modification of the products values

- Activate the Grades tool.
- Click the arrow * to enlarge the window.
- Select the product: 1.75 x 3.75 x 96
- Enter the following value:

3.10
- Press the Enter <-■ key.
- Click the OK button.
Now the value of a 2" x 4" is greater than the value of a 2" x 6".

Débitage et visualisation des résultats

- Click the Logs item in the Process sub-menu in the Project menu.
- Click the Logs item in the Windows menu.
- Click the Display button in the Logs window.
- Click the Info button in the upper right part of the Display window.
- If needed, enlarge the window to visualize the data in the bottom 

of the window.
- The following window should be displayed:
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Now OPTITEK has chosen to produce 2" x 4" pieces since the value 
of a 2" x 4" is greater than the value of a 2" x 6".

Before continuing with the next scenario, enter the original value of 
the 2" x 4" : 2.33
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SCÉNARIO 4

In this scenario, the following items are introduced: "First Point, Previous 
Face, Full Taper" positioning type, the translation search for the 
positioning and the "Positions Set" cutting type.

Problem Definition: change the positioning and cutting types of the bull 
edger and use the translation search for the bull edger to optimize the log 
processing performance.

Sawmill Modification

- Select the following cutting type for the BUED machine-center:
"Positions Set"

- Enter the saw kerf:
0.15

- Enter the number of saws:
6

- Enter the left face position of each saw:
-0.15 1.75 3.65 5.55 7.45 9.35

- Change the positioning type of the edger:
"First Point, Previous Face, Full Taper"

- Save the modifications.

Simulation and Visualization of the results

- Select and process the log.
- The following window should be displayed:
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StraigthLog

Nominal Real Grade Value Number
2.001 4.00i
2 .001 6.OO1

8.00 1.75*
8.00 1.75i

3.75i 86.00 
5.75* 96.00

0 2.33 
0 2.80

4
2

H
Log(s) Product(s) Chips Sawdust Shavings

Volume(dm3) 120.71 72.96 34.30 13.51 0.00
Value(S) 16.27 14.92 1.27 0.08 0.00
Number 1 6

Notice that the top 2"x 4" generated is square-edged because of the "First 
Point ..." positioning type. The 2" x 4" at the bottom of the log has 
disappeared . To solve this problem, carry out a search for the translation 
for the bull edger. With this search, more wane will be accepted for the 
top 2" x 4" in order to generate a 2" x 4" at the bottom of the log.

Sawmill Modification

- Select the following new positioning type for the bull edger:
"First Point, Previous Face, Full Taper"

- To modify the search for the translation, do not click the OK button
but press the TAB key.

- Enter the search step, the minimum and the maximum:
0.25 0 0.5
This means that the translation search will be carried out using 
a 0.25 inch search step, from 0 to 0.5 inch.

- Save the modifications.
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Simulation and Visualization of the results

- Process the log again.
- The following window should be displayed:

Notice that the performance is not any better than the first simulation 
of the previous scenario. The same results are obtained in a different 
way, using the search for the translation for the bull edger.
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SCENARIO 5
This scenario is intended to help the user to get familiar with the 
breakdown of a log which has a taper and a sweep. The manipulation of 
the log in the space is also presented.

Sawmill Modification

- Remove the search for the translation in the positioning center of 
the bull edger (BUED)

Modification of the log's caracteristics

- In the Logs tool, select the log and click the Edit button.
- Enter 22 cm for the small end diameter.
- Enter 2 cm for the sweep.

Simulation and Visualization of the results

- Process the log and visualize the breakdown. 
The following window should be displayed:
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The log, which now has a taper and a sweep, is converted only into 
2"x 4" x 8" pieces. It is also interesting to note that the first cut 
line determined by the "First point, ..." positioning type is located 
a little lower in the log.

The log display window presents the small end of the artificial log 
in the foreground and its sweep towards the bottom. Now the log 
will be manipulated in the 3D space in order to visualize the actual 
orientation of the log during the first breakdown, which means 
sweep up and large end in the foreground.

Manipulation of the log in the space

- Click the L®J button to move the log more quickly.

Click the O  button to present the large end in the foreground by 
flipping its ends on the display.
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Now click the IẐ J button 10 times in order to place the log sweep 
towards the top of the window.

- To move the log more slowly, click the button

- Use the «X X» buttons to observe the movement of the log.

Now use the LrU l̂ j buttons to observe the movement of the log 
again. If you are familiar with the movement of the log in the

space, click the IMJ button. The log will be shown with its 
small end in the foreground again.

-N ow  click the LfU button three times.

The following window should be displayed:
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Notice that a 2" x 4" x 6' piece could probably be generated in the lower 
part of the log. A new product must thus be created and an opening for 
the trimmer must be added.

Creation of a new product

- Activate the Grades tool.
- Add the 72" length.
- Create a product: 1.75 x 3.75 x 72 stud.
- Assign the 2.10 value to this new product.

Modification of the Trimmer

- Add a 72" opening in the cutting type of the end trimmer (ENTR).

Process and Visualize
-T o  have a good visualization, click the Y» button three times.

The performance is now improved with the addition of a 2" x 4" x 6'.
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•  ANNEX A
The data input and the buttons found in the edit windows are explained 
in this annex.

Values Input

The input of the numeric and alphanumeric values in the OPTITEK 
software is the same for all the edit windows. The values must be 
separated with a space.

The Add Button

Add

This button adds the current item to the list. The item is specified in an 
edit box. When the item is correctly specified in the edit box, click the 
Add  button to add it to the list.

The Delete Button

Delete

This button deletes an item from the list. First select the item to be 
deleted, then click the Delete button. The item disappear from the list.
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The Modify Button

Modify

This button replaces an item in the list by the item specified in the edit 
box. Select the item to be modified and it appears in the edit box. When 
the modifications are made, click the Modify button. The modify button 
replaces the previous one in the list.

The Init Button

When this button is selected, all the items in the list are deleted.

The OK Button

When this button is selected, all the modifications are saved.

The Cancel Button

Cancel j

When this button is selected, the modifications made in the data are 
cancelled. If several input window levels are overlapped, the previous 
levels always have priority over the annulation of the modifications.
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ANNEX B
This section briefly describes the various simulation projects proposed on 
a supplied disk. Each simulation project presents a specific sawmill 
layout and an example of a log breakdown.

The main objective of these projects is to help the user get familiar with 
the software using startup examples. Thus the user can use the various 
simulation projects to improve his ability to use OPTITEK. He will get 
a general idea of the software possibilities and can use the projects as a 
starting point for sawmill simulations. Furthermore, real type logs are 
defined in most of the projects.

i®' The various simulation projects do not pretend to present ideal 
sawmills to the user. They are provided only to help the user understand 
the Optitek software possibilities.
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PROJECT 1
This simulation project presents a production line which mainly processes 
small diameter logs using two chipper canters and a bull edger. With this 
project, the following breakdown patterns are generated:

One 2" x 4”
One 2" x 4" and one 1 " x 4"
Two 2" x 4"....
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PROJECT 2
This project simulates the breakdown of small diameter logs using two 
chipper canters and a bull edger. In this project, log scanners are used to 
assign a breakdown pattern to specific diameter classes in order to model 
the utilisation of the classification bins.
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PROJECT 3
This project models the use of a twin bands followed by a bull edger. The 
slabs generated by the twin bands are sent to a resaw, then to an edger. 
This project tests 3 openings (3", 4" and 6") for the twin bands, 2 
openings at the resaw (1" and 2") and 3 openings for the edger (3", 4" and 
6").
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PROJECT 4
This project models the use of two production lines already presented 
(projects 1 and 2) by grouping them in the same project and using a log 
scanner to separate the logs using a diameter breakpoint, then sends them 
to the appropriate production line.
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PROJECT 5
Unlike the previous projects, this project presents the breakdown of an 
artificial log. In this project, a large diameter log is processed by 
modeling a chipper canter followed by a twin bands. Note that the slabs 
generated by the twin bands have a 7.1 cm (3 in) width and are directly 
sent to a bull edger.
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•  ANNEX C
The P rin t Item of the Tool Menu

When the Print item is selected, the tools data entered by the user is 
printed. The tools that have the print menu item are: Sawmill, Logs, 
Grades and Products. It is not possible to print directly the contents of 
the Report tool. To have a paper copy of the report, the user must first 
save the report under a specific name, then print it using a word 
processing or worksheet software. To print the contents of a tool, select 
the print item in the Tool menu. Here are printing examples of the various 
tools.

The P rin t item of the Saw m ill Tool

A paper copy of the sawmill layout and the machine-centers 
configurations will be generated. The following details will appear on the 
first page: the date when the printing was carried out, the printing title, the 
page number, the sawmill filename and the configuration of the machine- 
centers in the sawmill. Here is an example:

date : 4 / 8 /1994
Sawmill printout-----page 1
File : c:\optitek\milltest.lyt
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The subsequent pages present the configuration of each machine-center: 
their positioning and cutting types and the associated parameters. A 
number is given to each machine-center in order to identify which 
machine-center corresponds to the printed one. Here is an example for 
the number 2 and 5 machine-centers:

Positioning : 
Type :

null center

Cutting :
Type :
pieces collector

Positioning :
Type :

Sweep up, split taper

Cutting :
Type :
Openings set 

Paramètres :
Sawing accuracy (cm) 0.0000
Saw kerf(cm) 0.5000
Number of elements in the set 3 
Elements (cm) of the set 

7.1000 
9.6000 

14.7000
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The Print item of the L o ss  Tool

When the Print item is selected, the description of the logs listed in the 
Logs tool is printed. The following details will appear: the date when the 
printing was carried out, the printing title, the page number, the tool's 
filename and the description of each log in the list. Here is an example:

date : 4 / 8 /  1994 
Logs printout-----page 1

File : c:\optitek\logtest.log

Type Name Number Parameters

Real 1-981-0.108 1 18 20 Real
Real 1-981-0.77 1 17 20 Real
Arti Logl 1 250.00 25.00 22.00 2.00
Arti Log23 2 247.00 12.00 10.00 1.00

The first parameter of the real type logs indicates the number of cross- 
sections and the second parameter indicates the number of points per 
section. From left to right, the parameters of the artificial logs indicate the 
log length, the large and small end diameters and the sweep.

The P rin t of the G rades Tool

When the Print item is selected in this tool, the list of the target products 
defined in the Grades tool will be printed. The following details will 
appear on the printout: the date when the printing was carried out, the 
printing title, the page number, the tool's filename and the list of the 
products and sub-products. Here is an example:

date : 4 / 8 / 1994 
Grades printout-----page 1

File : c:\optitek\gradtest.db

Dimensions :

Thicknesses Widths Lengths
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real(cm)/nominal(mm)

4.2926/50.8000

real(cm)/nominal(mm) real(cm)/nominal(m)

9.5250/101.6000
14.6050/152.4000

190.5000/1.8288
228.6000/2.1336
251.4600/2.4384

Wane rules :

Name Grade Percentages(%)
(thck./wdth./lgth.)

stud 0 25.0000/25.0000/100.0000
1 33.3300/50.0000/100.0000
2 50.0000/50.0000/100.0000
3 75.0000/25.0000/100.0000
4 99.0000/75.0000/100.0000

plank 0 50.0000/50.0000/100.0000
1 75.0000/75.0000/100.0000

Products :

Dimension
real(cm)
(thck. x wdth. x lgth.)

4.2926 x 9.5250 x 190.5000

4.2926x9.5250x228.6000

4.2926x9.5250x251.4600

Wane Value
(name) (grade -> value($/pce))

stud 0 -> 0.9900
1 -> 0.9900
2 -> 0.7700
3 -> 0.6600
4 -> 0.6600

stud 0 -> 1.2900
1 -> 1.2900
2 -> 1.0900
3 -> 0.8000
4 -> 0.0000

stud 0 -> 2.5900
1 -> 1.9600
2 - >  1.2100
3 -> 0.9400
4 -> 0.0000
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4.2926 x 14.6050 x 190.5000 stud

4.2926 x 14.6050 x 228.6000 stud

0 ->  1.3800
1 -> 1.3800
2 -> 1.3900
3 -> 0.8900
4 -> 0.8900 
0 ->  1.9400
1 -> 1.9400
2 -> 1.5500
3 -> 1.1900
4 -> 0.0000

4.2926 x 14.6050 x 251.4600 stud 0 -> 2.7700
1 ->2.7700
2 -> 1.7700
3 -> 1.3700
4 -> 0.0000

Sub-products :

Name Value
(S/MT)

Chips 90.0000
Sawdust 15.0000
Shavings 0.0000

The Print Item of the Products Tool

When the Print item is selected in this tool, the list of the processed logs 
and the generated products will be printed. The following details will 
appear on the printout: the date when the printing was carried out, the 
printing title, the page number, the tool's filename, the list of the 
processed logs and the list of the generated products. Here is an example:

date : 4 / 8 /  1994 
Products printout-----page 1

File : NoName

Type Name Number Parameters

Real 1-529-1.120 1 18 60 Real
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Nominal Real Grade Value Number
(mm) (mm) (m) (cm) (cm) (cm) ($/pce)
50.80x XOvqo

2.44 4.29x 9.53x 251.46 1 1.96 2

Log(s) Product(s) Chips Sawdust Shavings
Volume (dm3) 42.33 20.52 17.11 4.70 0.00
Value (S) 4.58 3.92 0.63 0.03 0.00
Number 1 2
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